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INTRODUCTION


Two major subsystems were identified in the original application for


the present project: the economic and the ecological, or the on-shore and the


in-lake subsystems. This report deals with progress in each of these. For


a pictoral representation of the geographic region covered by the project and


the relationships of these subsystems, see Figures 1 and 2. Two minor sub


systems were also described at the beginning of the project: geological


effects and recreation demand.


Aspects of the geologic subsystems are now either incorporated into the


ecologic subsystem or considered of secondary importance. In order to emphasize


the expanded concept of the ecologic subsystem and its inclusiveness we have


modified its title to the physico-biological subsystem.


Subsystem 3, Recreation Demand, is conducted largely outside the present


matching grant program, as explained in the initial program design (see  HA


Systems Analysis of the Western Basin of Lake Erie11, The Ohio State University


Water Resources Center, March 1, 1968), and hence is not covered in the present


report.


Progress reported herein for Subsystems # 1 and # k brings the project


substantially to the schedule envisaged at its beginning. A full additional


year of work will be necessary to bring to completion the original five year


program. Specific phases of the work completed and specific tasks yet to be


completed are identified below.


The complexity and the variety of expertise needed to understand the


system we are studying has made subdivision into subsystems necessary. Even


these are large, complex and poorly understood but further subdivision has not


been formally attempted.
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Thus, even though various activities conducted under this study have


been under the supervision of different individuals with the requisite technical


knowledge, much effort is being expended by the two principle investigators


to keep each of the two subsystems integrated and thus prevent the study from


being splintered into a large variety of independent studies. This in itself


is no mean task, as the report should make evident, but there is sufficient


natural affinity within each of the two subsystems that it can be done since


there seems to be a quite clear conception of the over-all functioning of each


of the primary subsystems, and the cooperation of all the participants in the


program has been excellent.
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SUBSYSTEM #1


Method of Analysis


The purpose of the subsystem #1 analysis is to explore the economic


impact of alternative methods of financing pollution abatement in the Western


Basin of Lake Erie.


Alternative Tax and Treatment Structures.


The most desirable means of financing abatement, from the standpoint


of economic theory, is by effluent taxes on the polluting business firms,


with the taxes levied in amounts equal in value to the damages created by the


pollution from these firms. Such taxes internalize the social cost of the


damages in that they force the poilutors to consider and pay for the adverse


effects of their waste disposal. They also lead the polluters to treat their


wastes so as to remove baneful ingredients. Treatment is then the least costly


way of avoiding damages and will be conducted to the extent that the value of


resources used in treatment is less than the damage that would result in the


absence of treatment (with comparisons made at the margin).


It is not necessary to assume that treatment under the effluent tax


system would be carried out on the premises of the waste-generating establish


ments. There might be central facilities for several plants, or industrial


waste might be treated by the municipality in the municipal sewage plant or
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elsewhere. As long as the waste originator is assessed a fee equal to the


cost of treating his waste, the principle is the same as before.


The payment by the manufacturer for treatment in his own plant or for


treatment at some other location will, of course, have economic effects, though


such payment may not take the form of a tax. If treatment is carried out by


a municipality, the payment will be a tax in the form of a sewage assessment.


The object in this case is to be sure the assessment is set up in such a way


that it represents costs. If treatment is carried out in private facilities,


whether on-site or centralized, there will be no tax, but the cost of treat


ment will have the same kind of economic impact on the activities of the firm.


Either way, the cost of treatment will be considered in determining economic


impact of abatement.


A second approach, after the effluent tax, is the use of pollution


control standards. For the same level of abatement, the effluent tax leads


to a greater payment by the pollution originator because with the effluent tax


system, he incurrs his costs of treatment plus the tax on whatever remainder he


dumps. With standards, he pays only the cost of what is treated.


The present research project, however, does not assume that the amount


treated will be the same either way. With the effluent tax, the amount treated


will vary in such a way that the marginal costs of treatment for the same impurity


are the same in all plants, or establishments. This result can be shown to


follow from the use of the same damage schedule for all pollution originators.


The amounts of pollution removed, however, will not be the same in all plants,


but will vary with the efficiency of removal. An old plant, for example, can


be expected to remove very little before the marginal costs of pollution


removal exceed the tax. A new plant can be expected to be more efficient and
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hence remove a lot before its costs of removal get this high. Thus, an optimum


pattern of removal is implied by effluent charges. This pattern is given by


solution of the model represented in (I) through (6).


This is an integer programming model in which the objective function,


(1), shows a minimization of all treatment costs by all technologies in all


locations, i.e. over the entire Western Basin. Costs are specific to a given


volume of imput, composition, treatment technology and location. Technology


zero, as shown in (2) consists in the dumping of untreated wastes into the


lake. All other technologies have positive costs, (3). Constraint (4)


states that at least a given quantity of each pollutant must be removed.


Condition (5) requires that a given technology may only be used once at most


at a given site though, of course, it need not be used at all. Condition (6)


states the index variable characteristic of the formulation. Algorithms for


the solution of this model are available.


Two assumptions will be made in the use of the above model. First,


in calculating cost, K, the technological processes used were treated as


separable from production technologies. That is to say, production of


conventional goods and treatment of waste are assumed to proceed independently.


This gives a first approximation of the technologies that are likely to be


used in the immediate future. But over the longer run, more extensive adjust


ments are certain to be made, including the adoption of new production technologies


that lead to less waste production for the same output of conventional goods


and closer technological integration of production and treatment technologies.


A second related assumption is also more likely to be true in the short


run than in the long run. This is that pollution and conventional goods are


strictly joint products. A given output of conventional goods leads to a
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M inimize


t m t


mKo S o (2)


mKt > ° (3)


subject to


I I Z b £ B1	 (4)

m t rot m *


m Z t - 0,,	 (6)


where


Z:	 an index variable: treatment, I, no treatment, 0.


K:	 cost of treatment at specified levels that depend on volume of input

and waste composition.


B :	 minimum amount of pollutant i removed. Knowing total input of pollutant

i from all sources and for given desired maximum inputs to the lake,

minimum amounts to be removed can be calculated.


i

b : amount of pollutant i removed by technology t at site m.


m t


subscripts and superscripts


m:	 metropolitan site.


t:	 technology for a given population and waste composition.


i:	 pollutant.
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given output of pollution. This strict jointness is implicitly assumed in


many industrial studies, such as the "Cost of Clean Water" series, referred to


in the bibliography. (See Appendix C)


The assignment of abatement quotes in accordance with the above model can,


of course, be achieved through the use of standards. It is only in this case


that the use of effluent charges clearly leads to higher payments by pollution


originators. The more usual interpretation of standards, however, is that the


same quality of effluent is permitted, or perhaps a given quantity of impurity


is permitted, in the discharge of all producers for a given level of production.


This does not imply optimum economic allocation among plants or establishments,


but an arbitrary allocation. The impact on pollutors in the aggregate will


be greater, if the same fractional removal of a given impurity is achieved,


because some will treat more intensively than optimal, some less intensively.


This result is inherent in the concept of optimality. If effluent charges


bring an optimal allocation, any other allocation is not optimal. The total


cost of achieving the same level of treatment will be higher. How much higher


depends on the case at hand. Robert V. Thomann, Consultant to the present


project and previous Director of Research, Delaware River Basin Commission,


has estimated that minimum costs of BOD control in the Delaware River Basin


in 1968 would have been $50 to $100 million less than the $500 million in


costs actually incurred that year for the same BOD removal. (Personal


communication) Actual costs exceeded the minimum because the formula for


allocating quotas among plants was a fixed percentage of previous BOD dumping.


The minimum was calculated according to an efficiency allocation that had the


same result as will be obtained from the above integer programming model.
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T he use of standards such as a fixed p e r c e n t a g e r e m o v a l , 85 p e r c e n t ,


95 p e r c e n t , or w h a t e v e r , is a common p r a c t i c e and w i l l be e v a l u a t e d in the


c o u r s e of determining regional impact. The results will be compared w i t h those


b ased on an optimal allocation of t r e a t m e n t , w i t h and w i t h o u t e f f l u e n t c h a r g e s .


A third and final m e t h o d of f i n a n c i n g a b a t e m e n t c o n s i d e r e d in this study


will be an increase in e x i s t i n g local taxes on p o l l u t i n g i n d u s t r i e s . If this


m e t h o d is used, there will not be d i f f e r e n t i a l e f f e c t s a m o n g industries on the


b asis of pollution o u t p u t , nor will there be any important incentive to a b a t e


p o l l u t i o n . Pollution output will be treated at the e x p e n s e of these industries


as a w h o l e and economic impact will be o b t a i n e d by e x t r a p o l a t i o n of the impact


of taxes a l r e a d y in e x i s t e n c e .


T o the extent that p o l l u t i o n a b a t e m e n t is not c o n d u c t e d at local e x p e n s e ,


e.g. to the extent it is c o n d u c t e d at s t a t e or federal e x p e n s e , there will be


n o a d v e r s e impact on the local e c o n o m y . This a l t e r n a t i v e , h o w e v e r , is not c o n s i d e r e d


and, in fact, is inconsistent w i t h a sound policy for p o l l u t i o n c o n t r o l , e x c e p t


p o s s i b l y in the case w h e r e w a s t e s a r e being treated by m u n i c i p a l i t i e s and


r e v e nue sharing is j u s t i f i e d . G e n e r a l l y s p e a k i n g , the c l o s e r to the s o u r c e of


the p o l l u t i o n a charge is levied, the greater will be the reduction in p o l l u t i o n .


Even greater difficulty of g e t t i n g w a s t e d i s c h a r g e r s to cut b a c k w a s t e s will


be e x p e r i e n c e d when costs of t r e a t m e n t are paid o u t s i d e the region as w h e n they


a r e paid from general tax r e v e n u e s , as listed in the third case, a b o v e .


T o s ummarize, three a l t e r n a t i v e tax and t r e a t m e n t s t r u c t u r e s will be


u s e d :


1. Optimum a l l o c a t i o n a m o n g e s t a b l i s h m e n t s and locations so as to

m i n i m i z e the b a s i n - w i d e cost of a given level of p o l l u t i o n r e m o v a l .


2 . Use of standards or quotas so as to a c h i e v e a fixed level of

e f f l u e n t discharge from each s o u r c e of p o l l u t i o n . It may be fixed

as a quantity, a quality or a f r a c t i o n of h i s t o r i c d i s c h a r g e .

V a r ious alternatives will be c o n s i d e r e d .
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3. Financing all wastes through existing tax structures.


All three methods will impose costs on polluters, whether costs are


for treatment or for the payment of taxes. The object of the research, as


previously noted, is to estimate the impact on income and employment of a given


level of pollution removal financed in each of these ways. They will each have


a different incidence. It will be noted that the estimates of impact will all


be on the conservative side because no account is taken of favorable impacts


from the pollution control jobs that will be created in Detroit.


Shift-Share and Other Normalizations.


Since the research is concerned with a particular economic region, it


is necessary to normalize in such a way as to remove national trends. Two kinds


of normalization will be employed.


First are price and tax relatives, expressing Detroit variables in relation


to national variables, e.g. the ratio of Detroit average hourly earnings to


U.S. average hourly earnings in a given industry at a given point in time.


Second are shift-share variables, such as used for employment. Since


the shift-share concept is limited largely to regional economic analysis, some


further explanation is in order.


Definition:


RS	 = E*. (r.. - r )

t U U io


Where:


RS : Regional share component of shift-share analysis of employment

1
 t]i	 Ik


change in the i industry in the j region from year t to year t+1 .


E..: Employment in the i — industry in the j region in year t.




t+1 t 
E - E .th 

r = ij i j or the growth rate of employment in the i industry 
U t 

E 
U 

th

in the j region from year t to year t+1.


t+1 t


r « io To or the growth rate of employment in the i industry

io t


E

io


in the nation.


Some rearrangement gives further insight


share concept. Thus, substitute for the growth


t+1 t t+1 t

t E - E t E -E


RS = E.. i| i } - E io  L i o

*	 U t U t


E E

i j i o


Et

= E -Ji E,


ij t io

E

io


 into the meaning of the shift


 rates:


t

, t+1 t , E,. , t+1 t


= (E - E ) - _jj_ (E. - E )

U ij t !o io


 E^

i o


The meaning revealed by the last line is the difference between what employ


ment is in period t+1 for industry i in region j compared with what it would


be if the industry had maintained the same fraction of the national average in


t+1 as it did in t.


Industry Time Series Analyses


The associations that will permit conclusions on impact to be drawn


from assignments, on paper, of the costs of pollution control in the three


ways described above, according to tax and treatment structures, are being


derived from regressions.


Define net profits as


7 T = X PA - X P - wE - rC - X P (7) 
A A P p MM Kn 

where 

f: net p ro f i t s 

P	 : price of product A

A
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X : quantity of product A (representing all conventional products)

A


P : effluent tax on pollution P or unit cost of treating pollution P

P


X : quantity of pollution P

P


w : wage rate


E: quantity of labor, employment


r: annual cost of real and personal property, including depreciation


C: quantity of real plus personal property 

X :
M 

 quantity of raw materials 

P : price of raw materials 
M


Product A Is the conventional output of the firm. Product P is pollution


output. Since we are concerned to evaluate the effect of increased pollution


control in Detroit, it is best to start off with P = 0. We are then concerned

P


with increases in cost from the zero level. There has, of course, been some


treatment conducted by firms in Detroit, but the historic period of the study


is 1956-1968 and the object is only to evaluate future impact. It will be


noted that the product X P will be the same as K in equation (1) when we

P p


are considering treatment costs only.


Equation (7) illustrates this difference in incidence of treatment costs


by the firm (either alternatives 1 or 2, as previously described) and treatment


at public expense financed by property taxes. The latter are a part of the


annual cost of real and personal property, r. With normalized variables, private


capital costs entering into r are assumed to correspond to national averages.


Public treatment with financing through conventional property taxes affects the


substitution between capital and labor. But treatment directly by the


firm in either its own facilities or in central facilities where it is assessed


a pro rata charge is a straight deduction from profits, assuming, as previously
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noted, that separable technologies are used.


The product X P is obtainable in some cases directly as personal

A A


expenditures. This is possible in the case of motor vehicles, for example. In


other cases, value of shipments are used for this variable. Where neither of


these measures of X P are available for a sufficient annual time series, it

A A


is necessary to use a more restricted model, as described below.


Equation (7) is maximized subject to the following conditions
X = kE 
A 

X = mE (8) 
M 

cX ^ C (9) 
A 

(10)


Equations (8), (9) and (10) describe a short run linear production constraint for


a particular firm, but will be extended to apply to the industry. Long run


changes may take place and C may be expanded. But the strict inequality in (10)


and excess capacity is the typical operating condition. Expansion in use of


fixed plant can take place through increases in the number of work shifts in many


establishments before the capacity level is reached.


Strict jointness of primary product A and pollution P is expressed as


q X  A = X  p (11)


Finally, some firms in the Detroit SMSA are subject to the city income tax.


Income after taxes for these firms is


Tfl-a) (12)


To summarize the definitions of the new terms:


m: fixed coefficient


c: fixed coefficient


q: fixed coefficient


a: fraction taxed, between 0 and 1.0


k: fixed coefficient
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Equations (7), (8), (9) and (11), plus condition (12) then form a system that


will be applied to industries (not just firms or establishments) within regions.


Substitute in (7) from (8), (9), ( M ) and (12) to get


(l-aJJjT- (kP - qkP - mP ) E - wE - rC (13)

A p M


Equation (13) has four variables in which we are interested; E,


employment; wE, income; the product rC, and profits after local income taxes,


(\-aY/T~. Property taxation enters through the term r, as previously noted.


This term will be normalized in different ways to relate Detroit property taxes


to the national average. Time series have been obtained, as explained below under


"Data Collection11, for ay"lf, E, w, C, and property taxes. Values o f ^ a r e available


only for firms paying City of Detroit income taxes. Values of C are derived


from property tax assessments. It will be remembered that P is zero from a

P


historic standpoint, which is the relevant standpoint for the regressions.

The variables P and P are assumed constant in normalized form, which amounts


A M


to the assumption that these Detroit variables followed national trends, at least


in the time period under consideration.


As previously noted, it is sometimes possible to use value of shipments


or expenditure data for X  P . When this is the case, a revised form of (13)

A A


is appropriate:


X P - (qkP + mP ) E - w E - rC (13A)

A p p M


w h i ch has the same v a r i a b l e s as ( 1 3 ) , plus the new v a r i a b l e X P .

A A


T he p u r p o s e of r e g r e s s i o n s based on equation (13) or (13A) will be to ob t a i n


e s timates of the partial d e r i v a t i v e s 3 E , ^ w E , A E , j^wE.

3 r d r o a d a


The first two will be directly a p p l i c a b l e to the third of the financial a l t e r n a t i v e s


given a b o v e , v i z . the support of p o l l u t i o n treatment facilities by property taxes


P r operty tax data have been c o l l e c t e d in detail by industry and by school d i s t r i c t


w i t h in the Detroit SMSA, as noted b e l o w under "Data C o l l e c t i o n " . R e g r e s s i o n s


are being run se r i a l l y over 1^ y e a r s and c r o s s - s e c t i o n a l 1 y over 83 school
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d i strlets.


The partial derivates based on the rate of income tax will serve as


a basis for estimating the effect of treatment costs on income and employ


ment. It will be noted that there is a simple transformation in profits


(]-a) , | f- X P

P P


where a=0 when P =0 and takes on positive values as P increases. It will

P P


be recalled that P is taken as zero in the historic analysis and hence the

P


term X P does not enter in the regressions. Given values of T T , values of

P p


a are uniquely determined for each value of X P .


I ndustry C r o s s - S e c t i o n a l A n a l y s e s


T h e c r o s s s e c t i o n a l a n a l y s e s a p p l y to c r o s s s e c t i o n s in g e o g r a p h i c


s p a c e w i t h i n the 8 3 tax j u r i s d i c t i o n s o f the D e t r o i t S M S A . The h y p o t h e s i s


to be tested is t h a t v a r i a t i o n s in p r o p e r t y tax rates b e t w e e n p o l i t i c a l s u b 


d i v i s i o n s a f f e c t t h e spatial d i s t r i b u t i o n of m a n u f a c t u r i n g a c t i v i t y w i t h i n


the m e t r o p o l i t a n a r e a .


T h e initial a p p r o a c h w i l l be to treat the s p a t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n o f


m a n u f a c t u r i n g a c t i v i t y w i t h i n the a r e a as a linear f u n c t i o n of r e l a t i v e p r o p e r t y


tax rates and v a r i o u s a g g l o m e r a t i o n e c o n o m i e s a r i s i n g out of the spatial p r o x i m i t y


of o t h e r i n d u s t r i e s w h i c h s t a n d in i n p u t - o u t p u t r e l a t i o n s h i p to a g i v e n i n d u s t r y


T h e areal s u b m i t that w i l l b e u s e d is the ''location11 w h i c h is a g e o g r a p h i c


a r e a w i t h i n the D e t r o i t m e t r o p o l i t a n a r e a w i t h a u n i q u e p r o p e r t y tax r a t e


e x p r e s s e d as the s u m of t h e c o u n t y , school d i s t r i c t a n d c i t y , v i l l a g e or


t o w n s h i p r a t e s . E q u a t i o n s (13) and (13A) g i v e a logical s t a r t i n g p o i n t for
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cross-sectional regressions, as they do for time series, but since the cross-


sectional part of the study is only for migration within the region, a


simpler approach is used, at least for the present. Two employment variables


are generated as proxies for agglomeration economies. One measures the


influence of supplier industries. The other measures the importance of


industries supplied by a given industry. The regression equations take


the following form:


E = b + b T + b S + b D (15)

ij ° 1 j 2 ij 3 U


b , b , b , b : correlation coefficients

o 1 2 3


Capital letters in the subscripts represent


origins and lower case letters, destinations


E..-1LL 06)

J
 ill


e is the employment in the i industry in j location

•j


T. -li. 07)

1
 th

t is the property tax rate at the j location


j


t is the weighted arithmetic mean of property tax

rates at all locations in the Detroit metropolitan


area 

N e ae a
U J i (13)

J=I d 
Jj 

e is the employment in all establishments of


industry (i) at the J location


thL

d  ̂ is the distance in miles from the J location to


the  j — location
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a is the direct input-output transactions


coefficient for output from industry I


to industry i for the United States.


D =2: In ai; (19)

u j-i d


Jj


e is the employment in all establishments of

ij
 th.


industries i at the j location.


It will be noted that a large number of combinations are possible.


Thus, there is no need to limit comparisons to the pollution generating

2 2


industries. This means that there are X = i possible pairs of

industries. But for a large number of these, a = 0  . Secondly, there


(83) 1]


will b e l o / p a i r s of locations, but, again e and e will be zero in


most of these. Note that it is possible for I = i and J = j . In fact,


agglomeration theory would suggest that these cases will be the most


important for a given industry and location.


Finally, the analysis will be conducted for a number of different


years, with the objective of exploring dynamic relationships due to lagged


var tables•


Regress ions


There have been on the order of one hundred time series regressions


run using variations of equation (13), but it will be seen from the section


below on Data Collection that there are fourteen industries. Thus, on the


average, only a few regressions have been run for each industry. Because of the


size of industry 371, motor vehicles, the availability of complete data on this
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industry and its importance to the Detroit economy, many exploratory regressions


have been run on it. Among the alternatives are additional normalizations


to take account of the known sensitivity of the Detroit economy to business


fluctuations. It is still too early, however, to announce any results, even on


a preliminary basis.


None of the cross sectional regressions have yet been run because the


distance matrix is not yet programmed. There are a number of complex transforma


tions needed to generate the supply and demand variables in this program.


It is interesting to note, however, the relative magnitude of the costs


with which we are concerned for pollution control. Table A shows that we are


talking about economic impact that is of the same order of magnitude as property


taxes. To be sure, the comparison does not take account of all pollution control


costs. Thus, air pollution is not included. But "The Cost of Clean Air11,


Second Report of the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare to the Congress


of the United States, U.S. Senate Document 91-65, 91st Congress, 2nd Session


(April, 1970), Table 3-9, shows that air pollution control for the worst offending


industries will impose costs of similar magnitude. One should also note that


additional pollution controls beyond those on which Table A is based will be


necessary before a high level of pollution abatement is achieved. Thus, Robert


Thomann, consultant for the project, has furnished estimates of the costs of


tertiary treatment of municipal wastes. Industrial treatment costs have been


estimated for higher levels of treatment by Wesley Eckenfelder in an unpublished


manuscript. It is probable that very high levels of treatment, including treat


ment for other wastes than covered in Table A, will result in costs three to five


times those shown in Table A with present levels of technology, probably a good


deal less with technological improvements that are bound to come as more attention


is directed to the problems of pollution control. It will be noted that the
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TABLE A


Cost of Achieving 85 Percent Removal of

Biochemical Oxygen Demand and Settieable and Suspended Solids


(2) (3) 
1973 Annual 1968 Annual 
Abatement Detroit SMSA 
Cost in Property Taxes 

(1) 
SIC 

Proportion to 
1968 Value 

in Proportion 
to 1968 Value 

Industry Number of Shipments of Shipments 

Food and Kindred Products 20 .0029 .014 

Textile Mi 11 Products 22 .0040 

Paper and Allied Products 26 .0043 

Chemicals and Allied Products 28 .0035 .025 

Petroleum and Coal Products 29 .0053 .009 

Rubber and Plastic Products 30 .0009 

Primary Metal Industries 33 .0081 .023 

(Blast Furnace, Basic Steel)* 333311 .0100 

Machinery, Except Electrical 35 .0002 .008 

Electrical Equip and Supplies 36 .0000 

Transportation Equipment 37 .0009 .022 

Total Manufactur ing .0022 

^Included in Primary Metal Industries 

Source;

Column (2): Calculated by the author from data given in U.S. Federal

Water Pollution Control Administration, nCost of Clean Water11, 1969,

Vol 1, Table lh and U.S. Department of Commerce, "U.S. 1970 Statistical

Abstract11 for value of shipments. Although results are given by two-digit

categories, only the three and four digit subindustries that have pollution

control problems are included in both numerator and denominator.

Column (3): Property taxes were derived in the present study, but only

for pollution generating industries in Detroit. See "Data Collection11,

below. Value of shipments came from the same source as in column (2).

In most of the industries for which property tax data are shown, these

data refer only to that part of the industry that experiences pollution


(con't)
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problems in Detroit. Thus, industry 20, Food and Kindred Products, is

represented in the property tax column by subindustries 201, 202, 203, and 208.

See "Data Collection11, below. Since the figures in column (3) are ratios,

however, there is no downward bias in the results.
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estimates are conservative for the additional reason that the source used


for column (2) gave costs of achieving a target level of clean up by 1973.


Industrial growth between 1968 and 1973 was included in the numerator of the


ratio shown in column (2), but the denominator was kept to the 1968 pre-clean


up value of sales.


The hypothesis toward which this discussion leads is that economic impact


is likely to be quite limited, even for relatively high levels of clean up of


the Lake Erie Basin. But establishing this hypothesis would be a major accomplish


ment in itself. We note, as a minor point, that because property taxes are of


the same magnitude as pollution control expenses, they provide a particularly


interesting base for comparison, though there are incidence problems, as previously


noted. Neither pollution control costs nor property taxes come near the absolute


level of labor expenses in any of the industries in Table A, nor do they


represent increases in costs anywhere near comparable to the four or five percent


annual increases relative to value of shipments that have characterized major


labor settlements in the past several years.
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Data Collect ion


The industries for which data have been collected are those in the


Detroit Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) with special pollution


problems as identified in two sources: (1) U.S. Federal Water Pollution


Control Agency, "The Cost of Clean Water" (annual); and (2) Regional Science


Research Institute, "Water Use and Water Pollution Coefficients: Preliminary


Report" (Technical Paper No. 6, 1967).


Those industries were chosen which appeared on either list and which


had representation in the Detroit SMSA. Because four digit Standard Industrial


Classification (SIC) employment estimates were not at first available for the


SMSA, and because a broader sample was desired for estimation of tax sensitivity,


it was necessary to use the more aggregated three-digit SIC industries. The


complete two-digit petroleum industry (SIC 29) was chosen because it was small


and most of the SIC four-digit sub-industries were mentioned in the lists of


polluting industries. Table I shows the industries selected, along with the


March 1969 number of establishments and employment for the Detroit SMSA.


Seven industries were selected which contained so few establishments in


the Detroit area that disclosure problems prevent the publication of employment


data for them. The sum of these seven industries is given in Table I. Although


some employment data were collected for the textile industry (SIC 2 2 ) , and the paper


industry (SIC 26) outside of SIC 262 and 263, no tax information was gathered.


The twenty-one selected industries had 93^ establishments and employment of 337,231


in March 1969.


Once the three-digit tax and employment data are processed, it is planned


to look at the differences between the major four-digit industries within our
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selected industries. This will involve comparisons of such ratios as


property tax per employee among included four digit groups.


It is interesting to note that the Detroit region Metro Water Depart


ment has been looking at some of these same industries as having inventories


of materials potentially damaging to its new secondary treatment plant.


There are some lists available of those establishments which pollute


directly into rivers or lakes in Michigan. A number of these are in industries


covered by our sample. However, the chief aim of the present study is to


produce property tax estimates by industry. Three-digit industries were


chosen because the projected methods of subsequent analysis demand a larger


number of establishments than provided by the four-digit industries. It is


hoped that property tax characteristics within each selected three-digit


industry are somewhat homogeneous.


Property Taxes


The basis of the property tax study project is the establishment lists


provided by the Michigan Employment Security Commission (MESC), and the public


property tax assessment rolls of each local government unit. These lists were


made available to Professor John Mattila, Wayne State University and specific


approval for their use in the present study was granted. Careful procedures


have been followed to stay within the guidelines established by MESC for the


use of their data. It is intended that the results of this study reflect the


property taxes paid by the fourteen Detroit Area industries shown in Table I


over the period 1956-1969. (The Detroit SMSA is made up of Wayne, Oakland and


Macomb Counties.)


Employment units. The employment unit is the key concept in relating


the employment information of MESC to the assessment data of local government
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TABLE I


SAMPLE INDUSTRIES - WITH NUMBER

OF ESTABLISHMENTS AND EMPLOYMENT


FOR THE DETROIT SMSA.


MARCH 1969


NUMBER OF b) b

SIC CODE INDUSTRY TITLE ESTABLISHMENTS EMPLOYMENT


201 Meat Products 96 3937

202 Dairy Products 39 2823

203 Canned £• Preserved Foods 25 651

208 Beverages 32 5121


281 Industrial Chemicals 31 5913

282 Plastic & Synthetic Materials 19 1913

283 Drugs 27 4366

289 Miscellaneous Chemical Products 34 2423


29 Petroleum & Related Industries 26 1061


327 Concrete, Gyp. S- Plaster Products 115 2840


331 Blast Furnaces & Steel Works 38 27967

335 Rolling £• Nonferrous Metals 24 4152


347 Coating & Engraving Services 228 4781


371 Motor Vehicles & Equipment 148 252181


Seven Small Industries 52 17102


a) Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1967


b) Source: Michigan Employment Security Commission, (first quarter

of 1969, Detroit SMSA).


c) Equal to the sum of the following industries:


262 Paper Mills


263 Paperbound Mills


301 Tires & Inner Tubes


321 Flat Glass

32*f Hydraul ic Cement

329 Abrasive & Mineral Products

351 Engines & Turbines
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units. An employment unit is roughly equivalent to a plant or a group of


plants. When a change occurs in the legal ownership of an employment unit,


MESC employer numbers and perhaps the name of business change, but often


there is little change in personnel or manufacturing process. Then we say the


employment unit does not change. But if the manufacturing process changes,


the SIC code generally changes, and the firm leaves our sample data set, which


is data for one county, one industry.


The employment unit is defined for this study by its


presence in the employment data of MESC. MESC's definition of the firms, or


establishments, which make up a data set is generally accepted. In other words,


MESC's assignment of SIC code and county is accepted. In a few cases, when


property tax assessment data clearly shows a county change, the MESC definition


has been altered for the property tax data.


The first step in determining the employment unit was the preparation


of an employer number form. This is simply a form which contains, for a given


plant (herein also referred to as Mestabl ishment") , the employment data for


each of the six years 1958, I960, 1962, 1964, 1967 and 1969. We shall call


these six years the "detail years".


The second step is to combine the employer number forms for establish


ments which constitute a continuing employment unit, but have changed their


employer number because of a change in legal ownership. This involves detailed


searching of MESC records to identify the predecessor or successor of any firm


which has a "birth" or "death" within our sample years (1956 - 1969)* Because


of the large amount of time required, the search was carried out only for those


firms which were chosen to be "in-sample" of firms, as discussed below. When


it turned out that a "non-sample" employer number was found to be a successor


or a predecessor of an "in-sample" employer number, both were considered "in-sample1
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To complete this second step, the year and the reason for each birth


or death was obtained and later coded. The year is especially important


because the employment data was collected only for alternating years, and It


is necessary to check whether or not the employer number was alive during the


intervening year.


The reason for the birth or death of an employer number can be one


or more of the following:


(i) change of employer number

(ii) change of county

(iii) change of (three-digit) SIC code


(iv) beginning or going out of business


Items (ii) and (iii) point out that the "birth" and "death" being discussed


relate to the particular data set under consideration, i.e., a particular


county and three-digit SIC. code. A county change or a change in three-digit


SIC code is a birth or death for an establishment in a data set, even if the


subsequent SIC code or county is also in our sample, in another data set.


Thus in this step, an employer number birth or death, (i) is distinguished


from an employment unit birth or death, (ii), (iii) or (iv). When there is


an employer number birth or death with no employment unit birth or death, the


employer number forms of the two employer numbers are combined.


Economic forces determine relocation, change in process, (SIC code),


and the appearance or disappearance of a firm. These result in employment


unit births and deaths which will be discussed further below.


The final factor which pertains to the formation of employment units


is that occassionally two or more establishments in the same industry occupy


the same building. In this case the establishment data is combined, and two


or more establishments become one employment unit. The final tax data will


show, for each year, both the number of establishments and the number of
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employment units included in the sample.


Establishment data. For the years 1958-1969, establishment lists were


made available by the Michigan Employment Security Commission. Magnetic tapes


were obtained for the first quarters of 196*+, 1967 and 1969. Originally,


establishment information was copied from listings made of these tapes, and


keypunched. Later punched cards were made from the tapes for the three


years. Establishment data were copied and key-punched for the first quarter


1958, I960 and 1962 from MESC listings. Thus, the basic establishment data


were obtained from MESC first quarter reports for the detail years. The first


quarter is preferable normally because many corrections in SIC code are made


then, and more extensive summaries are done by MESC on first quarter data.


The MESC data can be sorted by county. Therefore the data for each


three-digit SIC industry for each of the three counties in the Detroit SMSA


was handled separately, and is called a ndata set1' (e.g., SIC 331, Macomb


County). It should be made clear that although establishment data are used to


construct the industry samples, no establishment data can be disclosed.


The establishment data were prepared for each detail year. This is


called Hcard one11, and contains: January, February, and March employment, the


quarterly total wages and salaries, the MESC employer number, the four-digit


SIC code, and an indication of whether the establishment was a single-unit


firm or a detail of a multi-unit firm.


For the years 1964, 1967 and 1969, a "card two11 was also prepared,


giving the name of the address of the establishment when available. This


was often the address of the firm's main office rather than that of the local


plant. And usually no name and address was available for the detail units of


a multi-unit firm. However, the card two information provided a starting point




for finding the exact location of the establishment. The exact location must


be known in order to get tax assessments.


Sampling procedure. It was not practical to look up assessment information


for all establishments in a given industry; therefore a sampling procedure


was followed. The general rule used for sampling was to find tax data for


all employment units with large employment, for a fraction (usually one-half)


of the employment units with medium employment, but for none of the employment


units with very small employment. In this way, it is possible to include


employment units within the sample which each year contain close to 90% of


the employment of the data set.


Table 2 gives the establishment data used in the selection of the samples.


Column (2) shows the total number of employers, which for the period 1958-69


was a good deal larger than existed in 1969. Compare Table I. The explanation


is that many employers did not continue in business in the Detroit SMSA.


There was a continuous turn over during the twelve year period. Column (3)


shows the number of employers Included in the sample, as originally choosen.


Column (k) shows the number of those in column (3) for data were actually


obtained. Data could not be obtained for all employers that were originally


selected.


To provide further details of the sample selection for each industry,


Table 3 gives the size distribution of each industry as of March 1969* This


distribution was used to determine the sample for each industry. The sampling


choice is presented for each industry in Table k. Again, those establishments


in size groups not included usually contained less than 10% of the employment


of the industry. Table 5 shows the coverage by employment for each industry


in each year in the final sample, i.e. the employers represented in column
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(k) of Table 2. It will be noted that the sample has been extrapolated back


to 1956. Tax assessment data were obtained for the period 1956-69


Those employment units which were not in existence in March 1969, were


assigned to a size group based on their average size. In choosing the employ


ment units from a certain size group, a representative selection was obtained


of those growing to that size and those declining to that size. The employer


number forms, previously discussed, were quite useful for this purpose.


Employment unit births and deaths. As previously explained, the birth


or death of an employment unit was carefully checked to determine precisely


those years in which the employment unit was in the given data set. Records


were kept of births and deaths, together with complete information on the


location involved. This information will be used to trace within - SMSA


industry migrations, in response to property tax and other economic changes.


As a part of this task, there is currently in preparation a distance graph


associating all locations within the Detroit SMSA.


Property location of employment unit. Once the sample of employment


units is determined, the Real and Personal Property assessment must be found.


The assessments are public information, available in the city or township


tax rolls which are stored in the county treasurers office for each county.


Numerous time-consuming steps must be followed for each employment unit


to get the correct assessment data. Since the employment unit definition


process assigns no more exact location than the county, the first job is to


determine what city or township the plant is in, to be able to look in the


correct book. Secondly, once the correct book is found, the tax item number


must be found, as the street address alone is usually not enough to locate


the assessment. Personal property assessments are found in separate listings


often by street address or alphabetically by firm name. The tax rate must be
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TABLE 2 

SELECTION OF SAMPLE BY INDUSTRY 
FOR THE DETROIT SMSA (1958-69) 

INITIAL 
TOTAL NUMBER OF 

NUMBER OF v IN-SAMPLE 
SIC CODE EMPLOYERS EMPLOYERS 

201 180 69 

202 97 38 

203 

208 62 18 

281 52 17 

282 31 19 

283 43 5 

289 67 19 

29 38 14 

327 204 41 

331 57 21 

335 39 10 

3̂ 7 412 88 

371 197 149 

7 smai 1 . \ 
industries 108 _2Z 

1635 552 
no tax data c' 0 

T766 552 

FINAL

NUMBER OF

IN-SAMPLE

EMPLOYERS


59


30


13


15


13


5


15


11


31


18


9


72


116


21

442


0

442


a) The number of employer numbers is equal to the number of employer 
number forms. 

b) SIC codes: 262, 263, 301, 321, 324, 329, 351. 
c) SIC codes: 22, 264, 265. 



TABLE 3


NUMBERS OF ESTABLISHMENTS IN

EMPLOYMENT GROUPS


FOR SELECTED INDUSTRIES - MARCH 1969


Employment Groups

EMPLOYEES 1st Q. NUMBER OF 0 - 4 - 10 - 20 - 50 - 100 - 250 - 500 - 1000 


SIC MARCH 69 PAYROLL ESTABLISHMENTS 3 9 19 49 99 249 499 999 or more


201 3937 8187.6 96 7 23 26 24 5 9 1 1 0

202 2823 6338.7 39 5 4 9 8 6 4 2 1 0

203 651 1031.0 25 3 9 3 5 3 2 0 0 0

208 5121 11114.0 32 4 4 5 7 3 2 5 0 2


281 5913 15274.1 31 5 5 7 4 3 3 1 1

282 1913 4772.9 19 3 5 2 3 2 1 2 1

283 4366 10249.9 27 8 4 4 5 2 0 3 0

289 2423 5770.7 34 3 5 8 7 6 2 2 1


29 1061 3004.8 26 1 9 5 9 0 1 1 0 0


327 2840 6438.5 115 25 23 32 23 8 3 1 0 0


331 27967 72181.2 38 2 4 3 6 7 3 7 1 5

335 4152 10252.9 24 J 2 7 8 1 0 1 3 1


347 4781 8227.7 228 42 55 67 46 11 6 1 0 0


371 252181 747759.4 148 12 15 16 17 18 10 11 9 40


7SI* 17102 46068.0 52 2 16 8 9 3 6 4 1 3


CVJ 
O

 
—

 
O

 

* Seven Small Industries


Source: Tabulations of MESC data. See Text
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TABLE k


SELECTION OF SAMPLE ESTABLISHMENTS

SHOWING SIZE OF FIRMS INCLUDED

AND THOSE SAMPLED BY INDUSTRY*


ESTABLISHMENTS NOT ESTABLISHMENTS PARTIALLY ALL ESTABLISHMENTS 
INCLUDED INCLUDED INCLUDED 

SIC EMPLOYMENT EMPLOY: % Taken EMPLOYMENT 

201

202

203

208


50% 100+
9 1 0 - 9 9


o 
o 

o 
o 

1 
I 

1 
1

19
 20+

19 20+

99
 100+


281

282

283

289


1 
1 

1 
1 

o 
o 

o 
o 

99

9 10+


100+


100+


99

20 - 99 50% 100+
19


29 0 - 19 20+


327 0 - 19 20 - kS 50% 50+


331 0 - 250+

335 0 - 99 100+


3̂ 7 0 - 9 10 - J*9 33% 50+


371 0 - 9 10+


* Based on size distribution for March 1969, as shown in Table 3.
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TABLE 5 

ESTIMATED PERCENT OF MARCH EMPLOYMENT IN THE SAMPLE

EMPLOYMENT UNITS.


FOR THIRTEEN INDUSTRIES OF THE DETROIT SMSA PROPERTY TAX STUDY


1956 - 1969 

201 202 203 208 281 282 289 29 327 331 335 347 371


1956 75.0 70.0 70.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 60.0 90.0 60.0 94.0 80.0 53.0 97.5 

1957 75.0 70.0 70.0 90.0 90.0 93.0 65.0 90.0 63.0 95.0 80.0 57.0 98.0 

1958* 75.2 75.2 73.4 89.5 92.2 98.1 68.8 88.3 66.1 96.5 82.1 61.5 99.1 

1959 75.0 80.3 66.1 90.3 94.3 98.6 75.8 90.0 64.1 95-7 89.8 58.5 99.1 

I960* 74.5 86.7 64.0 90.1 94.5 93.7 76.9 90.9 68.9 95.2 92.5 58.9 99.7 

1961 77.9 87-3 69.0 89.1 93-6 92.7 77.6 89.0 67.5 95-7 90.4 57-7 99.6 

1962* 81.0 88.6 56.9 89.5 92.8 81.8 76.2 90.3 59-9 95-9 91.5 57-4 99.4 

1963 80.3 87.7 74.2 89.2 93.3 68.0 82.6 89.5 60.5 95-7 91.8 57.2 99-4 

1964* 81.6 89-3 73-8 89.9 94.4 64.0 87.9 91.4 63.5 94.9 93-6 54.9 99-5 

1965 81.3 81.2 73.1 79.9 94.6 75.5 87.6 91.4 60.0 95.6 91.5 51.3 99.6 

1966 84.5 84.6 80.5 74.2 95-0 78.5 87.1 89.1 40.1 95-7 91-2 50.9 99.6


1967* 86.0 91.7 81.8 69.8 95-3 84.9 87.2 88.3 41.4 95-7 91.0 51.1 99.7


1968 81.6 93-5 80.0 68.7 95.7 84.9 76.7 88.9 49.2 95.6 91.1 51.0 99.6


1969* 80.7 94.7 84.3 68.1 95.8 83.8 77-7 86.4 46.4 96.3 90.8 55.3 99-6


*March Employment of the Sample and Industry firms is available for 1958, 60, 62, 64, 67 and

69. For these years the percent in-sample could be calculated for each county. This percent

was interpolated in the other years for each county with adjustments being made to reflect the

entry or departure of a large firm in the proper year.
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found to convert these assessments into tax dollars paid. And usually some


check must be made to see if the obtained data is indeed the assessments for


all the property pertaining to the employment unit for which we have the employ


ment data. Each of these will be discussed in further detail below.


The 1964, 1967 and 1969 employment data are often accompanied by the


name and address of the establishments business office. This name and address


was coded on our card two and was displayed on the employer number forms. The


local address for an establishment which is a detail of a large, multi-unit


firm, or a subsidiary of an out-of-town parent firm which pays the bills, was


usually found by looking in the phone book, by calling the firm or by searching


records at MESC. The detail units of multi-unit firms often have no card two,


and, especially for firms with many detail units, to define the locations and


property of these employment units is very difficult.


Using the best address available, the local city or township assessors


office was contacted for the tax-roll item number. This is a lot and sub


division description; or an "acreage11 number for more rural or industrial


land. The city of Detroit does not give information over the phone, but Mr


Henry Thomas of the Detroit City Board of Assessors provided assistance in


getting the ward and Item numbers.


Also at this time the School District for the property was identified,


as the tax rates within a given city can differ if there is more than one school


district. (Note: School Districts cover all space; cities and townships


together cover all space; villages are just a portion of one or more townships.)


A property location number was assigned to each combination of city-


school district, township-school district, or township-village-school district.


A given piece of property would always have the same location number assigned


to it, although the type of governmental unit might change.
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Some employment units represented employment at plants in more than one


taxing jurisdiction for the same year. Assessment data were collected on all


locations. Such an employment unit then had more than one card three for that


year. Note that the employment in this case could not be allocated to one


location number. So in the program output, firms with multiple-card threes


were assigned special location numbers.


Property assessment. With good property location data, obtaining the


assessment was a matter of looking up the information in the County Building.


The assessment data was collected just as it appeared in the books, with a


notation made as to whether it was State Equalized Value (SEV) or Assessed


Value (AV)• Assessment data were gathered rather than taxes paid because the


County Treasurers Offices have copies only for one of the two tax rolls prepared


each year. The assessments are the same in each book, however, so the total


tax rates convert these assessments into total property taxes paid. A great


deal of time was spent confirming the tax data when the name on the tax roll


was not the same as the name we had for the employment unit.


Property tax rates. With the assessment from the tax rolls, and a total


tax rate applicable to that location number, the total taxes paid can be derived.


It was noted above that the assessments can be either assessed value or State


Equalized Value. To insure the use of the correct tax rate, all tax rates


are expressed as "SEVMULT11 tax rates, i.e., tax rates to MULTiply times the


SEV to get total taxes. Where the assessment figure available was AV, ft was


first multiplied by the state equalization factor, SEV. The product would be


the SEV assessment. Only SEV assessments can be compared on an !nter-location


basis.


The SEF's were obtained from Mr. Roy Paff, State Treasurers Office, in


Lansing, Michigan. The tax rates were collected from a few published reports,
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county taxation records, or the local tax rolls themselves. The tax rate and


SEF data for 1^ years has been organization by location number. There are a


total of eighty three locations with different tax rates in the Detroit SMSA.


Tax allocation. As noted above, there is in the property tax roll book


a separate assessment for each year in the tax roll book. This assessment covers


all personal property (i.e. industrial equipment and other taxable property


not included in the real property) in the city or township. If a firm also


had establishments in other industries in addition to one in our sample,


there was a problem of how much of this personal property tax to include as


pertaining to our sample establishment. Employment and payroll figures are


collected for each of the establishments of a multi-unit firm. From this


information, three percentages were developed each year:


(a)	 percentage of the firms total March employment in the city or

township which is in the industry of our sample.


(b)	 percentage of the payroll in the city which is in our industry.


(c)	 percentage of estimated value added in the city which is in

our industry.


This estimated value added was found by multiplying the payroll

figure by the ratio of value added to payroll for the industry

found in the Census of Manufactures for the SMSA.


Normally the three percentages were close, so (b) was used most frequently


to allocate the personal property tax to our in-sample employment unit.


Results. The data sets described above were used as inputs to two


Fortran computer programs, and are presently stored on magnetic tape with


backup card decks.


Program 10 was used chiefly for editing. The property tax data for


each establishment was printed out by year, then aggregated by property location,


and finally summed for the entire County. After editing, the three County data


sets for an industry were formed and the SMSA totals were computed.
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Program 20 provided output only for the detail years, where employment


and tax information was available. Several ratios were computed also. This


output was run for the SMSA in a similar fas ion to Program 10.


The following variables are available in all combinations: for each


establishment and each year in each location, standard industrial classification


code, multiple vs single unit status, first quarter employment by month, size


classification, real property taxes paid, personal property taxes paid, tax


assessment and tax rate. Aggregation by all combinations of these variables


can be made. In addition, special information has been compiled on business


births, deaths and intra-SMSA migration over the fourteen year period.


City Income Tax


Under the authority granted by the Michigan State legislature, the


City of Detroit levies an income tax on corporations, resident individuals and


nonresident individuals. The tax went into effect July 1, 1962 at one percent


for corporations and resident individuals and j of one percent for nonresidents.


Effective October 1, 1968, the corporations and residents tax was raised to


2 percent.


The corporation tax covers all businesses operating within the City of


Detroit. The taxable income reported on the Federal Tax Return is used as


the income figure for the Detroit tax also, with only minor adjustments. If


a firm operated at all outside the City of Detroit, the City apportions a part


of its taxable income to Detroit. The formula for making this allocation is


the mean of the three percentages: Detroit fraction of the firm's property,


payrol1 and sales.


Corporations must file and pay estimated taxes before filing their final


return, but it is only the final return that was used to collect the income




tax data. The fiscal year of the corporation is used as fiscal year for the


City income tax, as well as the Federal income tax. For this study, the tax


was credited to the calendar which included most of the fiscal year.


Selection of Sample. The three-digit SIC sub-industries used in the


Property Tax Study were used for the income tax study also. Because of the need


to be above a minimum sample size, in order to avoid disclosure, some of these


sub-industries were grouped together.


Data is presented for:


SIC Code


201


202


203


208


Sum of 281, 282, 283, 289


29


327


Sum of 331, 335


3^7


371


All of those firms in the property tax sample which had property in


Detroit were placed in the income tax sample. In addition, the Detroit


firms in an industry which were not in the property tax sample were added,


except when the industry had a very large number of firms in the property


tax sample (eg. 201, 3^7). Sometimes a firm would be in the property tax


sample some years, but not in the property-tax sample for others, due to


our problems in isolating its assessments. Such a firm would remain in the


income tax sample for all years.
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Some firms which were placed in our sample were not found in the


City of Detroit tax rolls. The reason is that probably they were a sub


sidiary, and thus a consolidated tax return was filed.


The number of firms included In the sample for each industry is shown


in the results table. Of course a firm which showed a loss, and thus paid


no tax, is included in the firms in the sample.


Collecting the Data. The ''Corporation A l p h a " index at the Income Tax


Division in Detroit's City Hall was used to find the tax liability each year


for our list of firms. Specific permission was given to us to look up the data


for each firm- However, this data remained in city hall, while we were allowed


to have only the industry totals for public disclosure.


From the property tax study we were able to get an estimate of the


percentage of business done in our sample industry by a multi-unit firm.


Just as we allocated personal property tax, city income tax was allocated


on the basis of payroll. Payroll figures for each plant of a multi-unit


firm were obtained from MESC.


For the years In which the property tax study collected employment


figures (1962, 1964, 1967, and 196 9 ) , the March employment total for our


sample of industries was developed.


For these four years, a tax dollar per employee estimate was calculated.


The results reflect the increase in tax rate in 1968, the fact that only


income earned during the last half of 1962 was taxable, the changing business


conditions and varying profit levels, and statistical error.


Other Economic Variables


Other economic variables will be equally important in the analysis of


tax incidence and adjustment, but did not involve original data collection,
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as in the case of the tax variables. The other economic variables are


Pollar units Physical units


Value added Steel ingots, thous. of tons

Cost of materials Paperboard, thous. of tons

Value of shipments Woodpulp, thous. of tons

Production workers Crude petroleum, millions of barrels

Total workers Passenger cars, thousands

Payrolls Chlorine gas, tons

Wages Sodium hydroxide, tons

Capital expenditures Suifuric acid, tons


Gray Iron castings, thous. of tons

Malleable iron castings, thous. of tons

Steel castings, thous. of tons


These data were obtained from secondary sources for all two digit manufacturers1


groups plus the previously identified three digit groups (see Table I) for (1)


the total United States; (2) the state of Michigan, and (3) the Detroit SMSA,


insofar as possible. The two digit groups will be used to get trend information


for cases where included three digit industry data were not separately available,


also, to give information on control variables. Data on the United States


and Michigan will be used in the same way.


Sources of the data are shown in Appendix A.


A number of indexes have been calculated using the above variables.


These indexes fall in three groups:


1. First differences of the type


zJ = zj - z J (20)

it it it - 1


z: any of the above-listed variables


Subscripts and Superscripts


i: any industry


t: any year 1957 through 1969


j,k; region, United States, Michigan or Detroit
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2. Relative regional shares


2 it i t (2]) 

3. Relative sh i f t in regional shares 

- • t  k / ^ - t <22)


The series were created to serve two purposes. First, if regional shares


were stable (and consistent); then any ratio series could serve as the regional


share variable. Secondly, the series were created to serve as proxy variables.


Thus, if the regional share variables are sufficient, then they can serve as


proxies for the missing series.


Statistical tests are being made to determine whether there were


significant trends over time in the data. Since Detroit is known to be sensitive


to business fluctuations, it will also be necessary to take account of this


phenomenon, which is extraneous to our principal interests.


Effluent Discharge Levels


Relatively complete information has been obtained on effluent discharge


levels for kO named plants discharging into public waters in the Detroit 5MSA.


The data have been derived from the four sources shown in Appendix B. The


years covered by these sources are: 1963, 1965, 1966, and 1968, all of which


are years also covered by the regressions.


For other establishments not among the ^-0, most of which discharge into


the public sewage system, average industrial waste composition for the nation


will be used, such as given in the "Cost of Clean Water11 studies. See Appendix


C.
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Costs of Abatement


Costs of abatement have been obtained from the sources listed in


Appendix C, particularly the U.S. Federal Water Pollution Control series,


"Cost of Clean Water11. Comparisons have been made across industries where


the same technology is in use in several different industries and some


regressions have been run to generalize costs as functions of unit quantities


of waste constituents. Unit costs have been verified also by comparisons


across different sources of cost estimates. Separate studies were found for


all of the industries shown in Table I except #327, Concrete, Gypsum and


Plaster Products, and #3^+7, Coating and Engrowing Services. The costs of


abatement for these industries will be obtained by generalization of technologies


used in other industries, with the assistance of outside consultants.


Industrial waste treatment costs are generally expressed per physical


units of principal product output. This is why time series on physical


product outputs were obtained, as reported above under the heading "Other


Economic Variables11. Physical product data are more difficult to find and


use than financial output data. Moreover, knowledge of technologies and


vintage of equipment is necessary. Such knowledge has been acquired, at


least in part, from state records made available in Lansing by industrial


concerns as a requirement for tax credits on pollution control equipment.


The knowledge is selective, however, and applies only to the larger establish


ments, such as the forty cited above for which specific effluent data are


available. For others, industrial averages will be used.


The cost information currently has been generalized for the


purpose of this project in the form of functional relationships


dependent, as noted above, on physical output data. The next step


in bringing it into use will be to apply the proper physical output
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estimates for Detroit establishments. This will give values of K such 
m t 

as called for in equation (1) above. 

Work To Be Done


The remaining tasks in Subsystem #1 are as follows.


1. Regressions: Establish relationships over time and space that


will show the effect of property taxes and income taxes on employment and


income.


2. Abatement Costs: Apply the relationships developed by regression


under step 1, above, by using abatement cost estimates. The result will give


the effects of abatement costs on income and employment according to three


models of incidence.


3- Community Impact: From the effects on income and employment in


each industry, as obtained in step 2, above, derive estimates of community


impact. Methods of doing this are well known. An input-output analysis for


the purpose was described in the original application for the present project.


See "A Systems Analysis of the Western Basin of Lake Erie", The Ohio State


University Water Resources Center, March 1, 1968.


k. Integration of Subsystems: Values of the variable B in equation


(k) will be parameterized according to amounts of each pollutant i that is


identified as having significant effects on water quality in Subsystem # 4 .


This will then give a schedule of amounts of each kind of pollutant and expected


water quality with associated on-shore economic impacts. To establish these


relationships is the principal objective of the present research.
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APPENDIX A


DATA SOURCES FOR OTHER

ECONOMIC VARIABLES


a. Sources for 2 digit SIC category value added, cost of materials,


value of shipments, production workers and total workers:


1967 data:


U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Manufactures, 1967,

Volume 111, Area Statistics Part 1, Alabama-Montana, U.

S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 197'.

pp. 28 and 29 (U.S.), pp. 23-3 to 23-13 (Michigan), pp 23

14 to 23-16 (Detroit).


1966, 1965, 1964 and 1963 data for the U.S.


U.S. Bureau of the Census, Annual Survey of Manufactures,

1966, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D . C ,

1969. pp. 12 and 13.


1962, 1961, I960, 1959 and 1958 data for the U.S.


U.S. Bureau of the Census, Annual Survey of Manufactures,

1962, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D . C ,

1964. pp. 16 and 17.


1966 data for Detroit and Michigan


U.S. Bureau of the Census, Annual Survey of Manufactures,

1966, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.

1969. p. 240 (Detroit), pp. 233-23*+ (Michigan).


1965 and 1964 data for Detroit and Michigan


U.S. Bureau of the Census, Annual Survey of Manufactures,

1964-1965, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,

D . C , 1968. pp. 250 and 268 (Detroit), pp. 243-244 and

261-262 (Michigan).


1963 data for Detroit and Michigan


U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Manufactures, 1963,

Volume III, Area Statistics, U.S. Government Printing

Office, Washington, D . C , 1966. pp. 23-14 to 23-16 (Detroit),

pp. 23-10 to 23-13 (Michigan).
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1962 and 1961 data for Detroit and Michigan


U.S. Bureau of the Census, Annual Survey of Manufactures,

1962, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.

1964. pp 132-133 (Detroit), pp. 130-133 (Michigan).


I960 and 1959 data for Detroit and Michigan


U.S. Bureau of the Census, Annual Survey of Manufactures,

1959-1960, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,

D . C , 1962. pp. 136-7 (Detroit), pp. 132-5 (Michigan).


1958 data for Detroit and Michigan


U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Manufactures» 1958,

Volume 111, Area Statistics, U.S. Government Printing

Office, Washington, D . C , 1961. pp. 21-12 to 21-14 (Detroit),

pp. 21-8 to 21-11 (Michigan).


b. Sources for 3 digit SIC category value added, cost of materials,


value of shipments, production workers and total workers, payroll, wages,


and capital expenditures:


1967 data


U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Manufactures, 1967,

Volume III, Area Statistics Part 1, Alabama-Montana,

U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D . C , 1971.

pp. 28-43 (U.S.), pp. 23-8 to 23-13 (Michigan), pp. 23-14

to 23-16 (Detroit).


1966 data


U.S. Bureau of the Census, Annual Survey of Manufactures,

1966, U.S. Government Printing Office Washington, D . C ,

1969. PP. 30-49 (U.S.), pp. 233-4 (Michigan),


1965 and 1964 data


U.S. Bureau of the Census, Annual Survey of Manufactures,

1964-1965, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.

C  , 1968. pp. 32-51 (U.S.), pp. 243-4, pp. 261-2 (Michigan).


1963 data


U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Manufactures, 1963,

Volume III, Area Statistics, U.S. Government Printing Office,

Washington, D . C , 1966. pp. 46-67 (U.S.), pp. 23-10 to

23-13 (Michigan), pp. 23-14 to 23-16 (Detroit).
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1962 data


U.S. Bureau of the Census, Annual Survey of Manufactures,

1962, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,

1964. pp. 30-49 (U.S.), pp. 130-133. (Michigan).


1961 data


U.S. Bureau of the Census, Annual Survey of Manufactures,

1961, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,

1963. pp. 28-47 (U.S.), pp. 130-5 (Michigan).


I960 and 1959 data


U.S. Bureau of the Census, Annual Survey of Manufactures,

1959-1960, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,

D.C., 1962. pp. 28-47 (U.S.), pp. 132-135 (Michigan).


1958 data


U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Manufactures, 1958,

Volume 111, Area Statistics, U.S. Government Printing

Office, Washington, D.C., 1961. pp. 6-23 (U.S.), pp. 21-8

to 21-11 (Michigan), pp. 21-12 to 21-14 (Detroit).


c. Source for U.S. (in physical units) for steel ingots, paper


board, woodpulp, and crude petroleum production:


Commodity Year Book, 1970, Commodity Research Bureau, Inc.,

New York, N.Y., 1970. pp. 189-253


d. Source for Michigan shipments of farm machines and equipment,


production of wood pulp, paper and paperboard, chlorine gas, sodium


hydroxide and sulphuric acid, iron and steel castings, motor vehicles and


passenger cars (in physical units):


Michigan Statistical Abstract, 1970, Michigan State University,

1970. pp. 282-5.


e. Source for Detroit steel output, Detroit Area Economic Fact Book,


May, 1969. p. 8.




APPENDIX B


SOURCES OF EFFLUENT DATA FOR

FORTY ESTABLISHMENTS

IN THE DETROIT SMSA


CONFERENCE, IN THE MATTER OF POLLUTION OF THE NAVIGABLE WATERS


OF THE DETROIT RIVER AND LAKE ERIE AND THEIR TRIBUTARIES IN THE STATE


OF MICHIGAN. Proceedings, Volumes 1-6, 1965 (prepared by U.S, Departmet


of Health, Education, and Welfare)


INDUSTRIAL WASTE EFFLUENT - SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM - DETROIT RIVER LAKE


ERIE AREA 1966, 1967, 1968, State of Michigan, Water Resources


Commission, Department of Natural Resources, 1969


INDUSTRIAL WASTE SURVEY REPORTS - DETROIT RIVER - LAKE ERIE PROJECT


1962 - 1964, Volume 1, Michigan Water Resources Commission


LAKE ERIE REPORT - A PLAN FOR WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, U.S. Depart


ment of the Interior, Federal Water Pollution Control Administration,


Great Lakes Region, 1968
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COSTS OF EFFLUENT CONTROL


BIb1iography


Allison, S.V. "Cost, Precision, and Value Relationships of Data Collection

and Design Activities in Water Development Planning," Water Resources Center

Contribution No. 120, University of California, Berkeley, California

142 pp. May 1967.


Anderson, M.W., H.J. Day "Regional Management of Water Quality - A Systems

Approach", Journal of Water Pollution Control Federation, Vol 40, No. 10,

pp. 1679-1687, October, 1968.


Backman, J. The Economics of The Chemical Industry, Manufacturing Chemists

Association, Feb. 1970, 361 pp.


Bower, B.T. "Some Physical, Technological, and Economic Characteristics of

Water and Water Resources Systems: Implications for Administration, Natural

Resources Journal. Vol. 3, No. 2, pp. 215-238, October, 1963.


Bramhall, O.F., and Mills, E.S. "Alternative Methods of Improving Stream

Quality, An Economic and Policy Analysis", Water Resources Research, Vol. 2,

No. 3, PP. 355-363, 1966.


Carew, J.P. and Van Slyke, R.M. "Optimal Water Quality Management and Multi-

Component Effluent Control by Means of Linear Programming", Operations Research

Report, 68-1, University of California, Berkeley, 25 pp. January, 1968.


City of Detroit, Detroit Water Service, Pollution Control Program, September,

1966.


Clough, D.J. and Bayer, M.B. "Optimal Waste Treatment and Pollution Abatement

Benefits on a Closed River System", Canadian Operational Research Journal,

Vol. 6, No. 3, PP. 153-170, November, 1968.


Dales, J.H. Pollution Property and Prices, University of Toronto Press, lllp.

1968.


Deininger, R.A. "Water Quality Management: The Planning of Economically

Optimal Pollution Control Systems", Systems Res. Memo 125, Northwestern

University, Evanston, Illinois, 1965.


Dutta, M. and Asch, P. "The Measurement of Water Quality Benefits", Bureau

of Economic Research, Rutgers, The State University, New Brunswick, New Jersey,

130 pp., May, 1966.




Eckenfelder, W.W. Industrial Water Pollution Control, McGraw-Hill, New York,

1966, 275 PP.


Hass, J.E. "Optimal Taxing for the Abatement of Water Pollution11, Chapter

IV in Ph.D. Thesis, "Decentralized Decision Making: Non Linear Decomposition

Procedures and Their Uses11, Carnegie-Mellon University, June 1969.


Heaney, J.P. and Gemmell, R.S. "Production Cost Factor in Rate Making,

Journal of American Water Works Association, Vol. 61, No. 2 pp. 102-106,

February, 1969.


Hi note, H^ Benefit-Cost Analysis for Water Resource Projects, A Selected

Annotated Bibliography, Center for Business and Economic Research, University

of Tennessee, Knoxville, 1969, 148pp.


Kerri, K.B., "A Dynamic Model for Water Quality Control11, Journal of Water

Pollution Control Federation, Vol. 61 , No. 2 pp. 102-106, February, 1969.


Kerri, K.B., "An Economic Approach to Water Quality Control", Journal of

Water Pollution Control Federation.


Koenig, L., "The Cost of Water Treatment by Coagulation, Sedimentation, and

Rapid Sand Filtration", Journal of American Water Works Association.


Lardieri, N.J., "Economics of Clean Water", Proceedings, Water Resource Seminars

1967-1968, University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware pp. 81-98, December, 1968.


Lofting, E. and McGauhey, P., Economic Evaluation of Water, Part IV, An

Input-Output Linear Programming Analysis of California Water Reguirements,

1968.


Logan, J.A. et. al., "An Analysis of the Economics of Wastewater Treatment",

Journal of Water Pollution Control Federation


Loucks, D.P. and Lynn, W.R., "A Review of the Literature on Waste Water and

Water Pollution Control: Systems Analysis, Journal of Water Pollution Control

Federat ion


McGauhey, P.H., "Folklore in Water Quality Parameters", Civil Engineer ing,

Vol. 35, No. 6, pp. 70-72, June, 1965.


Michigan Water Resources Commission, Industrial Waste Surveillance Reports,

Detroit River-Lake Erie Project, 1962-1964, Volumes I and II.


Minnehan, R.F., "A Test of the Hypothesis that Water Pollution Control is

Worth What it Costs", Proc of the Water Resources Seminars 1967-1968

Department of Civil Engineering, University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware,

pp. 19-52, December 1968.


O'Connor, D.J. et. al., "Water Quality Analysis of the Delaware River Estuary",

ASCE-SA. Vol. 9k, No. SA6 pp. 1225-1252, December 1968.
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Pillsbury, A.F. (Ed), "Proceedings-Water Pricing Conference", Report No.

13, Water Resources Center, University of California, Los Angeles, 107 p.,

March, 1968.


Reid, G.W., "Water Quality Management", Water and Wastes Engineering, Vol.4,

No. 11, pp. 50-51, November, 1967.


San Francisco Bay Delta Water Quality Control Program; Develop Economic Benefit

Procedures, May 1968, 165 PP.


San Francisco Bay Delta Water Quality Control Program, Final Report to

State of California, 1969.


Sanitary Engineering Laboratory, School of Public Health, Water Resources

Center Publications, University of California, Berkeley.


Shib, C.S. and Krishnan, P., "Dynamic Optimization for Industrial Waste

Treatment Design", Paper, 24th Annual Purdue Industrial Waste Conference,

LaFayette, Indiana, May 6-8, 1969.


Smith, E.A., "The Economics of Industrial Waste Production and Disposal",

Ph.D. Thesis, Department of Economics, Northwestern University, Evanston,

111inois 185 p., June, 1968.


Smith, R., "Cost of Conventional and Advanced Treatment of Wastewater",

Journal of Water Pollution Control Federation, Vol. 40, No. 9, pp. 15^6-157^,

September, 1968.


Smith, Robert, A Compilation of Cost Information for Conventional and

Advanced Wastewater Treatment Plants and Processes, United States Department

of the Interior, Federal Water Pollution Control Administration, Advanced

Waste Treatment Research Laboratory, Cincinnati, December , 19&7


Sobel, M.J., "Water Quality Improvement Programming Problems", Water Resources

Research, Vol. 1, No. 4, p. 477, 1965.


State of Michigan, Water Resources Commission, Department of Conservation,

February, 1968, The Water Resources of Southeastern Michigan, 162 pp.


State of Michigan, Water Resources Commission, Department of Natural Resources,

March, 1969, Use Designation Areas for Michigan's Intrastate Water Quality

Standards.


United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health

Service, Proceedings: Conference in the Matter of Pollution of Navigable

Waters of the Detroit River and Lake Erie and Their Tributaries in the State

of Michigan, June 15-18, 1965. Volumes 1-6.


United States Department of Interior, Federal Water Pollution Control

Administration, Great Lakes Region, Lake Erie Environmental Summary, 1963-1964,

May, 1968, 170 pp.


United States Department of The Interior, Federal Water Pollution Control

Administration, The Cost of Clean Water, Volume II, Detailed Analysis, 1968,
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U n i t e d S t a t e s D e p a r t m e n t o f T h e I n t e r i o r , F e d e r a l W a t e r P o l l u t i o n C o n t r o l

A g e n c y , T h e Cost of C l e a n W a t e r , V o l u m e M l , I n d u s t r i a l W a s t e P r o f i l e s ,


# 1 B l a s t F u r n a c e s and Steel M i l l s

2 M o t o r V e h i c l e s a n d P a r t s

3 P a p e r Mil Is

k Texti1e Mill Products

5 Petroleum Refining

6 Canned and Frozen Fruits and Vegetables

7 Leather Tanni and F in ish 1 nq

8 Meat Products


9 Dairi es

Plast ic Mater ial s and Res ins
10


United States Department of The Interior, Federal Water Pollution Control

Administration, The Cost of Clean Water and its Economic Impact, January,

1969, Volumes 1-3.


United States Department of Interior, Federal Water Pollution Control

Administration, The Cost of Clean Water and its Economic Impact, Volume

IV, Projected Wastewater Treatment Costs in the Organic Chemicals

Industry, 1969, 190 pp.


Upton, C  , "Optimal Taxing of Water Pollution", Water Resources Research,

Vol. 4, No. 5 PP. 865-875, October, 1968.


Whipple, W., "Economic Basin for Effluent Charges and Subsidies", Water

Resources Research, Vol. 2, No. 1 pp. 159-164, 1966.




SUBSYSTEM #4


THE PHYSICO-BIOLOGICAL SUBSYSTEM


Introduction


The initial Impetus for this work was the belief that economic and


management analyses of the western Lake Erie system cannot have meaning in the


absence of measures of performance of the physico-biological system "being dealt


with. Hence it is the intent of our work to devise a performance model for the


western Lake Erie physico-biological system that will provide a sound base for


determining the "best" uses of the system in a soclo-econcmic sense. The


complexity of the physico-biological system seemed to dictate a systems analysis


approach•


We need to simplify the system to make it practical and manageable, but in


the simplification we do not wajit to leave out the significant items. For


this reason, we need to have a fairly complete accounting of these items and


some fairly objective basis for retaining or deleting particular items.


The conceptual model and associated qualitative consideration of this


model provides the basis for examination of items most relevant to functioning


of the system. Mathematical modeling of processes in the basin, or submodels


of the system, provides the basis for selecting those significant parameters,


via quantitized analyses, that need to be Included In the overall system model.




From our Initial considerations of this system, we concluded that oxygen,


if broadly defined, -would provide the best combination of characteristics


needed for the common measure of performance of the system: usability,


inclusiveness, and scientific soundness.


Oxygen, in our sense, has such important connections with physical and


biological processes in the lake that it can serve as a measure of the major


functions of the system, although it is admittedly inadequate in dealing with


"conservative elements" in the system. These latter are, however, not major


problems nor are they such complex ones. Energy Is more commonly used as a


measure of ecosystem function, but we selected oxygen because it is a more


direct and practical measure for our purposes. It Is also, of course, based


on energy quite directly, but has an advantage In not requiring estimates of


efficiencies In energy transformations.


Reference to the diagram will best Illustrate our concept of the performance


of the physico-biological system of western Lake Erie with oxygen as our measure


of performance. It notes the major inputs, outputs, processes and influencing


factors that are likely to be significant. While it Is set up on the basis


of measuring the state and changes in state of the whole western Lake Erie


physico-biological system, the same concept can be applied to parts of the


basin or to changes in the whole or parts with time.


It Is our primary purpose here to describe our concept of this physico


biological system and how an oxygen measure of performance can be an effective


measure of the state of the system and changes in state both In space and in


time, that is performance of the system, with variations in the important


variables of the system.
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The following general comments are in order regarding the concept of the


system as presented in the diagram.


1. Oxygen is our common measure of performance, but it represents the


oxygen in the aqueous system minus the oxygen that would "be needed to completely


oxidize the organic material present. Here we stretch the term "organic


material" to include oxidizible materials that are inorganic; MH and HpS, for


example. This state of the system is represented by the circle in the center of


the diagram,


2. The particular state of the system will "be the net effect of the


described inputs and outputs of organic material and oxygen together with the


rates of the two key processes in the system, photosynthesis and respiration.


Of particular significance in this system will be those factors that influence


the inputs, outputs, and processes and are measured by such influences. It is


through these that the system gains much of its generality, its inclusiveness,


and its value. The rates of photosynthesis, for example, will be dependent on


many factors; light energy, nutrients, growth factors, inhibitors, nature of


organisms, temperature, etc.


3. The terms need to be used within the context of the system described.


Energy is a common measure in many systems studies in ecology (very appropriately)


and is a key input. "While our system depends upon energy, as any system must,


energy is not described as an input because it is not our measure of function


of the system. Light energy, for example, employed in photosynthesis is


measured as the product of photosynthesis, organic materials, and oxygen.


Energy enters the system in other ways, but here also it is measured indirectly


in terms of the influence on the system through wa,ter turbulence and currents,


temperature changes, stratification, etc.
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U. The system has limits and these need to be recognized. It cannot


include everything that enters, leaves, or goes on in the basin. Certain


components will not be measured because these do not influence the inputs,


outputs, and processes of this system. It does not seem possible, necessary


or realistic to conceive such an all-embracing system. The system can,


however, account for the major actors, entrances and exists, and plots of the


play. As a by-product of studies aimed at understanding the oxygen-based


system, a means of dealing with those factors in water quality that are not


measured because they are irrelevant to the system in the concentration ranges


expected, chloride for example, should result.


5. While we are primarily interested in describing the state of the


western basin of Lake Erie and changes in this state, if desirable, we can


apply it to any part thereof. Similarily we can consider changes in state for


any time intervals desired.


Two special cases are instructive with regard to understanding what we are


dealing with in this concept of the system; its generality and some key principles


involved.


1. In the special case where the. system as defined is closed, that is,


there are no inputs or outputs of either organic materials or oxygen, there


can be no change in 0 (net) from that state which existed when the system


became closed. This is a consequence of the stoichiometry between organic mater


ials and oxygen in both photosynthesis and respiration. In this special


case Op (net) would be constant.


Op (net) = Op (in water) - 0~ (needed to oxidize organic materials).


Increase in organic materials (and energy content) will be accompanied by


proportionate increases in 0- (water) while decreases in organic material
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will be accompanied by proportionate decreases in 0 (water). The value of


0o (net) mil determine the limit of 0 (water) decrease. As long as Op


(net) is positive, 0p (water) cannot decrease to levels lower than CL (net).


2. In the special case where the system is in a steady state, inputs and


outputs of oxygen and organic materials are balanced,


B - A + C - D = O


there is also no change in CL (net) possible.


Unfortunately, we cannot assume either a closed or steady state system


for western Lake Erie. Certain inputs and outputs can be expected to vary.


Rates of photosynthesis and respiration in the basin will vary and have effects


on the inputs and outputs. The western basin cannot be considered homogeneous


either in space or time throughout the year.


In this section, we would like to develop our conceptual model further


with relation to the various inputs, outputs, processes, and influencing


factors in order that an appreciation of what we are trying to model


mathematically be more clearly understood and the kinds of problems needing


solution be better appreciated. We see this visualization of the system as the


key to effective model development: the more clearly we can visualize the


system, the more significant will be the models developed.


In this presentation there will not be complete correspondence with the


diagram because of various natural and/or technical relationships.


1. Organic and oxygen inputs in influent rivers. These are not tech


nically difficult data to obtain and a sufficient amount is available to


serve as a base. Without going into details, it does appear that the waters


entering the western basin carry an excess of oxygen over oxidizable materials.


This point is made because this is sometimes not appreciated and because it


points out the oxygen deficiencies that may occur must result from processes


within the basin.




2. Organic and oxygen outputs to central "basin. Data on these items


are not available, but from the analytical side would not "be difficult to


obtain. Complexity does arise here because of the importance of knowing more


about water movements from the western to the central basin. Other aspects


of this study should help solve this problem.


3. Organic inputs or outputs to sediments. Here the primary question


lies in the determination of whether increases in sediment organic material


(output of basin) are occurring or whether net decreases (input to basin) occur.


This does not provide a technically complex problem. In this ca.se, as in


certain others, we will consider this more thoroughly if it appears that it can


be a significant item in the system.


k. Organic outputs in the form of fish, insects, algae, etc. Accurate


quantificiation of these will be difficult, although reasonable estimates of


fish removed can be obtained.


5. Oxygen inputs from or outputs to the atmosphere. With this input-


output problem, and the subsequent problems concerning processes (photosynthesis


and respiration) and factors influencing them, complexity becomes a major


cons ideration.


Drs. Li and Shumate are concentrating on this aspect of the problem,


•which involves a detailed consideration of water movements in the western basin


and the rates of oxygen transport across the air-water boundary. Most


particularly, we are concerned with the vertical component of water movements,


the least known aspect.
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I should like to note here that the problems of water movement have


great relevancy to aspects other than the input of oxygen into the water or


output to the atmosphere. Hence, this is a major item receiving attention


in this study.


6. Photosynthesis and respiration. The two metabolic processes we are


concerned with, because they are quantitatively great and are reasonable


measures of general activity, axe photosynthesis and respiration. In a


fundamental stoichiometric sense these are reciprocals of each other. The


amount of oxygen produced during the synthesis of a given amount of organic


material is equal to that amount of oxygen that would be required to oxidize


this organic material to the starting inorganic elements.


This does not mean that in any particular situation this would be true.


It would be true only in a steady state or dynamic equilibrium situation.


It will not be true throughout the 2k hour period because the lights are "off"


at night, effectively stopping photosynthesis but not respiration. For photo


synthesis to equal respiration for the 2k hour day period, the former would


need to exceed the latter during the hours of daylight.


Photosynthesis is effectively blocked not only at night but also during


the day when the water mass containing the algae is moved vertically below the


level of light penetration. In western Lake Erie, it is a reasonably crude


approximation to assume that at least half the water mass is below the level


of sinnificant light penetration, therefore algae would be in this zone at


least half of the daylight hours. These two factors controlling light exposure


of the algae mean that in a steady state photosynthesis would need to be at


least four times as great as respiration during the six hours of light exposure


per day.




In the non-steady state, -within limits, there may be an excess of photo


synthesis over respiration for the 2k hour day, in which case there will be


net production of both organic materials and the oxygen. Similarly,


respiration may exceed photosynthesis during a 2^ hour day, in which case


organic materials and oxygen will suffer a net reduction.


There has been virtually no work on respiration in Late Erie, except as it


may be incidental to photosynthetic studies, and quite limited quantitative study


of the non-photosynthetic plankton.


Just as there must be a net production of organic materials and oxygen


during periods of algal increase, there should be periods of net reduction of


organic materials and oxygen during periods of algal decline and of non-


phot osynthetic plankton increase.


It is obvious that production of organic material by photosynthesis must


preceed oxidation of this organic material. Thus, there will be, of


necessity, temporal separation to varying extents between the two processes,


which will depend on the organisms responsible for the respiratory activity,


among other things. Thus it is possible that at one time there is a net


increase in organic materials and oxygen, and later there may be a net decrease


in oxygen and organic materials.


Algal blooms are obvious evidences of net increases in organic materials


and oxygen. When corresponding net decreases occur, they are not as obvious


because dissipation of the bloom might be due to other factors than


respiratory breakdown movement out of the basin in water or settling to the


bottom. A high proportion of zooplankton over phytoplankton would be one


indication, although not as clear-cut as in algal blooms.




In short5 although there may be a nearly steady state on a yearly "basis,


on a monthly or weekly basis there can be considerable variation in rates of


both photosynthesis and respiration.


In concluding this very general discussion,, "we want to emphasize that the


stoichiometric relations between photosynthesis and respiration make necessary


some separation of the organic materials and the oxygen produced in photo


synthethesis for n imbalance between these two to occur. An increased photo


synthetic activity by itself cannot lead to oxygen deficiency, for example,


unless there is somehow an output of oxygen not balanced by a proportionate


output of organic materials.
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The Physical System


Description


The functioning of a lake represents a complex interplay of physical,


chemical and biological forces. These forces not only change during the year


but from year to year. Probably the only generalization that can be made is


that the lake has been changing in the past and will continue to change in the


future. These changes may be inevitable and they may be modified or modifiable


by manfs activities, directly and indirectly.


It is certainly safe to say that we do not understand the functioning of


any lake; some are better known than others, but the unknowns outweigh the


knowns. Because of differences between lakes we cannot directly apply what


we know of some lakes to others. "We cannot equate Linsley Pond, Lake Mendota,


Lake Erie and Lake Superior. Inherent differences in dimensions, situations and


a variety of factors make these lakes quite different.


For this and other reasons it is necessary that we consider first the


physical system we are studying.


The physical system we are specifically considering is the water in the


western basin of Lake Erie. The eastern boundary of this basin is taken as a


line from Pelee Point on the north to Cedar Point on the south. This is a


fairly natural subdivision of the Lake since it includes the shallowest portion


of the Lake, the island area, and the eastern boundary coincide closely with


the forty foot contour line that includes practically all of the central basin


of Lake Erie. The western basin is relatively shallow and flat bottomed, except


for the few islands and shoals, with a maximum depth of about forty feet and a
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mean depth of about 2̂ .6 feet* (By contrast the central basin has no islands


or shoals, is virtually all deeper than kO feet, and a major portion is deeper


than 60 feet. Indeed the mean depth of the central basin is about 60 feet,


•with a maximum of about 80 feet.) The area of the -western basin is about 1250


mi , so the volume of western basin is 5»8 mi .


Water inputs into the western basin are dominated by the Detroit River


flow; of the 200,000 cfs monthly mean input of rivers into the western basin


193,000 ofs is contributed by the Detroit Eiver, or over 96 percent. Most of


this Detroit River flow originates from the upper Great Lakes, 187,500 cfs


being the St. Clair River flow or Lake Huron outflow. This represents 97


percent of the Detroit River. !Ehe Maumee River contributes an average of 2.5


percent of the western basin river input with the remaining 1.5 percent


contributed by smaller streams of the western basin. Put another way, over


93*5 percent of the water inflow into the western basin arises from the upper


Great Lakes and about 6.5 percent from local drainage into Lake St. Clair,


the Detroit River and streams entering the western basin it should be noted


that river inputs into the whole of Lake Erie are about 212,000 cfs; thus


about 94 percent of the water flowing into Lake Erie enters the western basin.


This is a major reason for studying this basin of Lake Erie.


These average figures must, of course, be recognized as averages; the


various relative contributions can vary appreciably. Seasonally there is


significant variation since the high flows from the upper Great Lakes occur in


the early summer, while rivers in the local drainage area reach their high


flows in the late winter and early spring. For Lake Erie an average of about


25 percent of the water input arises from local drainage and 75 percent from
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the upper Great Lakes in March, while only about h percent arises from local


drainage in July, compared -with 96 percent from the upper Great Lakes. The


western basin will be most influenced by this seasonal variation since kk


percent of the total annual runoff enters the western basin, 20 percent from


the Maumee River alone even though the western basin represents only about


12.5 percent of area of Lake Erie and only about 5 percent of volume.


The above figures are from mean monthly flows over a large number of


years. In certain years these variations can be significantly greater.


The flow from the upper Great Lakes has less variation than local streams,


the extreme monthly variations being from 99*000 cfs to 21+2,000 cfs compared


with mean monthly lows of 160,000 and mean monthly highs of 200,000, On the


other hand, the Maumee River has had monthly lows of 20 cfs and highs of 99*000


cfs. Other local drainage in the western basin would parallel that of the


Mau&ee. It is thus possible for local drainage at times to equal drainage


from the upper Great Lakes, while at other times local drainage could be


practically nil.


The other input of water into Lake Erie, precipitation, is on the average


relatively constant throughout the year with a minimum of 18,000 cfs (Jan) and


a maximum of 27*000 (April and May). For the western basin, representing 12.5


cfs to 3*̂ -00 cfs for mean monthly lows axLd highs. Compared with the flow into


the basin from rivers this represents a relatively minor contribution, 1-2


percent, most of which on an annual basis would be balanced by water outputs


via evaporation.
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These data Indicate that flow from the Lake, and the -western "basin, wi


approximately equal the inflow from rivers on an annual basis. Seasonally


mean monthly inputs exceed mean monthly outputs for March to June inclusive3 so


that water level of the lake rises from winter lows to highs in June or July.


Hie mean monthly levels of Lake Erie average about 1.2 ft higher in June


or July than in the winter months> that is 1.9 feet about Low Water Datum in


June or July and 1.2 feet above Low Water Datum in the winter. From the middle


of February to the middle of May when most of this rise occurs the change amounts


to about 5 inches per month.


Significant changes from this mean variation can occur. Lowest levels for


the period of record occurred In 193^> "when the seasonal lows were 1 ft below and


the seasonal high was about 0.2 ft below Low Water Datum. While highest levels


occurred in 1952 when the seasonal lows were 3 feet above and seasonal high


almost h.2. ft about Low Water Datum. T3ae variation between these two extreme


years was about k ft throughout the year, a quite significant difference when


one considers the shallowness of the western basin and the effects these


differences could have on several processes in the basin.


The deepest water In the western basin is only about k-0 feet below Low


Water Datum and this occurs in only very limited places near the eastern edge


of the basin. Most of the relatively flat deeper parts of the basin range


from 2^-3^ ft depths. The shallower portions of the western basin extend generally


out 5 to 10 miles from the western and southern shores.


Water output from the basin is largely through Pelee Passages between Point


Pelee and Pelee Island. There is evidence of a clockwise circulation around


Pelee Island so that the flow through Pelee Passage would be somewhat greater


than flow from the western basin as water is recirculated around Pelee Island.
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The depths of the water in the -western basin can vary significantly over


short time periods as a consequence of seiches and this will also have effects


on the movements of water "between the western basin and the central basin.


The variations in water input via rivers has another effect on the western


basin, the flow-through time. The annual average river flow into the western


basin of about 200,000 cfs calculates to a 50 day flow-through time for the


western basin; that is the volume of the western basin is 50 times greater


than the daily input of the rivers. (This compares with a displacement time of


2.6 years for Lake Erie as a whole*) On a mean monthly basis, seasonal


variations in river input tend to be evened out since low inputs from the


upper Great Lakes generally occur at the times of higher flow from the local


streams. Extreme monthly variations, particularly from the upper Great Lakes


would have greater effects. Minimum monthly flow from the upper Great Lakes


of 99*000 cfs would likely be accompanied by about 19,000 cfs from local flow


(Feb. mean) so minimum flow into the western basin would be of the order of


120,000 cfs which would yield a displacement time of about 83-1/2 days*


Maximum monthly flow from the upper Great Lakes of 2^2,000 cfs would probably


be accompanied by about 6,000 cfs (July mean) so maxlmimi monthly flow into the


western basin would be 2̂ 4-8,000 cfs which would yield a displacement time of


about kO days. In other words, in the most extreme years the displacement


time varies from about hO days to about 80 days.


The above general physical dimensions and variations, thereof, have been


briefly outlined because of their various effects on significant parameters in


the Lake Erie system. Some of these should be noted here for further reference


and consideration.
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First, however, we should note that there are three significant yertical


phases that normally are encountered in lakes and must be taken into


consideration. It is through effects on these phases that many of the above


physical data acquire relevance. The three phases are defined on different


bases, so that there need not be a correspondence between them, although they


are not completely independent phases.


I. Euphotic-aphotic zones, These two phases of a lake are


separated on the basis of light penetration, a general rule of thumb


being that the euphotic zone represents that top layer of water


through which at least 1 percent of the surface light penetrates.


This has primary biological significance in that it is roughly the


zone in which net photosynthesis can occur. Below the lower limit


of this zone, the compensation depth, is the aphotic zone in which


net photosynthesis cannot occur. While several factors influence


light penetration, in most lakes the scattering of light by particles


is most important, and in a large proportion it is the scattering


of light by inorganic particulates that is predominant determined


of the euphotic depth. Western Lake Erie is definitely in this


category.


II. Epilimnion-Hypolimnion. These two phases occur in most lakes,


with the thermocline being the transition between them. When the absorp


tion of radiant energy by the surface waters of a lake becomes sufficient


to raise the temperature above k°C the density of the surface layer


decreases relative of the lower water not receiving this energy. In the


absence of any source of energy (or work) to overcome the bouyancy of the upper




layer, a very shallow thermocline would be expected. The input of


energy (work) of the wind, however, has a most significant effect


so that the stratification actually developing in a lake is the net


effect of these two counteracting effects.


The significance of the work of the wind can be appreciated


•when one realizes that in most cases the epilimnion is a much thicker


than the euphatic zone, erven though the ordinary definition of the


latter specifies that 99 percent of the radiant energy has been


absorbed in the euphotic zone, and even that 90 percent of the


energy has been absorbed in the top half of the euphotic zone since


light absorption is a logarithmic function of depth.


This stratification acquires significance in the functioning


of a lake because the hypoliminion is effectively isolated from the


atmosphere and normally cannot support photosynthesis. In contrast


the epilimnion is in circulation so that the water in this zone is


both exposed at times to the atmosphere and at times is in the


euphotic zone and net photosynthesis can occur.


III. A third significant zonation physiologically represents


a division based on an upper aerobic zone and a lower anaerobic


zone. The boundary of these zones will be related in various ways


to the above zones, but also involves other factors. Generally


speaking the anaerobic zone can be expected to vary in depths from


the top of the hypolimnion to some depth in the sediments. The


formation of the anaerobic zone will follow when quantity of oxygen


present plus the inputs of 0p (which will be variously limited) are


exceeded by the quantities of oxidizable materials and the rates


of 0p utilization.
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In general, these zones in the western basin of Lake Erie may


"be described as follows:


I. Euphotic Zone. Variation of this zone in the western


basin, depending on the concentrations of inorganic particulates


present at the time, can be both great and rapid with ranges from


about 3 ft to 15-20 ft. Judging from the usual depth to which


Cladophora, the attached alga, can develop the euphotic zone would


average about 8 ft. This agrees with what one would expect from


light penetration studies.


II. Epilmnion. Hie usual situation in the western basin is


no thermal stratification, no thermocline, and the epilimnion would


be considered the depth of the water itself. QSiis means that


usually there is circulation of the water in the western basin from


top to bottom. On a few occasions, accompanied by calm, sunny


weather of 7-10 days duration stratification may occur, but is relatively


readily broken up when wind strength increases. It is interesting to


note that the central basin of Lake Erie, under the same meteorological


conditions normally develops a thermocline at 50 to 60 ft depths; then


the western basin can be considered too shallow under usual circumstances


for a thermocline to develop• That is the normal energy input by the wind


is adequate to overcome the tendency for stratification that would follow


form surface water heating.


III. Anaerobic zone. With the circulation normally associated with


the western basin, described in the above paragraph, there is usually no


anaerobic zone in the water itself and the top centimeter or so of the


sediments may even be aerobic. On the occasions when a thermocline does


develop, an anaerobic zone can develop quite
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rapidly because the quantities of "water5 and hence, oxygen, available


in the shallow hypolimnion relative to the quantities of oxidizable


materials, is small and the temperature "will be high enough to


promote active metabolism.


In relation to the functioning of the physico-biological system we are


studying the above description of the physical systems has several relevant


features which we should note.


1. The physical dimensions of a body of water are significant


features both directly and indirectly in the functioning of that


body of water. A small lake is not a sufficient and suitable model


for a large lake, and even the western basin of Lake Erie is large


as lakes go. If it were an independent lake it would approach in


area that needed (1500 mi ) to admit it to the select group of the


forty largest lakes of the world.


Some of the importance of size are consequences of geometry,


such as relative amounts of shore line and associated properties.


Large lakes cannot maintain the same relation between area and depth


that small lakes may have. This aspect has relevance in both


comparing the functioning of large lakes with small ones and in


physical modeling of large lakes (or basins). CEhis can be


visualized as follows: if the western basin of roughly rectangular


shape kO x 30 mi and kO feet maximum depth were reduced in scale


to 1 x 3/*+ ml, the corresponding maximum depth would be only 1 foot,


a most unusual model or lake. Reduced to a room-sized kO x 30 ft,


the corresponding reduction in depth would yield only about 0.1 inch.13
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That area itself is important-, even though it is not clear "what


the quantitive relation may "be, is indicated by illustration. Linsley


Pond (Conn.) had a thermocline on September 16, 1938 "with a mid point


of about 16 ft. On October 13, 1938, the thermocline had deepened


to only about 23 ft even though experiencing the hurricane of


September 16, 1938. Although maximum depths of Linsley Pond and


western Lake Erie are about the same, very moderate winds are


enough to both prevent the formation and to dissipate thermocline


in the western basin.


The depth, per se, of a body of water is important both as it


may effect stratification as indicated above and, more directly,


as it relates to depth-dependent properties such as light penetration.


2. Several aspects of the physical system described above


relate to turbidity which is the main determinant of light transmission


by western basin water, and processes dependent upon this characteristic.


The turbidity present in western basin waters can be considered


arising from three sources: (a) particulate input from rivers,


(b) erosion from shores and (c) stirring of bottom sediments.


The first of these will vary as the loads of the rivers vary


seasonally (especially rivers of the local drainage) and the relative


quantities of water input from the upper Great Lakes and from the


local drainage. Since a relative high local drainage input is


associated with high silt load of these waters from erosion, this


effect is exaggerated in late winter and early spring, Low local


drainage inputs relative to upper Great Lakes inputs will lead to


lower turbidities.
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The contributions from shore erosion to particulate load and turbidity


is high in the western basin. (For Lake Erie as a "whole the Federal Water


Pollution Control Administration, "Lake Erie Report" of 1968 gives 16


million tons of silt as the result of shore erosion and 8 million tons of


silt fran agricultural runoff, nearly half of the latter being discharged


into the "western basin.) High water levels will have an appreciable effect


on increasing the extent of shore erosion.


Daily variations, or short period changes in turbidity of the western


basin, are associated with the prevailing wind velocities. Rapid rises in


turbidity can occur with increases in wind strength and decreases with calmer


conditions. These changes reflect the corresponding resuspension and settling


cf particulates from the bottom sediments, and represent increases or decreases


in total basin load only as the sediments may be decreasing or increasing over


a long period. Variations in water depths can be expected to affect the


suspended particulate load in that with shallower water less energy input from


the wind would be needed to maintain the turbulence necessary to keep the


particles in suspension or to move them from the bottom.


If the input from local drainage into the western basin is about k million


tons annually plus another 3 million tons from shore erosion, this could add


about 0.035 inches of sediment per year, or 3-5 inches per hundred years. This


change would not be very significant and would not keep up with the estimated


rise of the water as a consequence of uplift at the outlet of Lake Erie.


The estimated rise at the outlet can, however, result in increasing erosion as


the water levels increase.
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3. The direct consequence of variations in the water inputs and outputs


of the western basin., will probably be outweighed by the indirect consequence


which we may categorize as influencing water quality. One of these, suspended


solids, we have mentioned above and its effects on turbidity. Others that


will be concerned will be the effects on inputs of significant factors and


corresponding outputs. Directly involved will be inputs and outputs of 0


and oxidizable materials. For example, given a constant mean monthly addition


of oxidizable materials to the water between Lake Huron and Lake -Erie, the


concentration of these oxidizable materials would vary inversely as the flow


varied. Taking the concentration of oxidizable materials as 100 percent for


annual mean flow 187,000 cfs, the concentration would decrease to 93• 5 percent


at high mean monthly flows of 200,000 cfs and increase to 112.5 percent at


low mean monthly flows of 160,000 cfs. For extreme monthly variations the


concentration changes could vary from 77 percent for 2^2,000 cfs to 189 percent


for 99*000 cfs. Put another way the concentration for low mean monthly flow


would be 125 percent that of high mean monthly flow.


The inputs of oxygen by the same river will vary directly with the volume


and inverSly with the temperature. At saturation, 160,000 cfs flows of 0°C


water (February) would carry 135 percent more oxygen than 200,000 cfs flows of


20°C water, the decrease in solubility of oxygen with temperature more than


offsetting the volume increase.


The concentration of nutrients and other non-gaseous pollutants will vary


inversely with the flow of the stream, other factors being equal, so that in the


Detroit River inputs the concentrations of these materials would tend to be


highest in February and lowest in June or July.
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The other, local stream, drainage into the basin will have similar but larger


percentage variations that will be significant, but -will not coincide "with those


of the Detroit MLver flow.


It should be noted that the cooler water leaving LakeHuron is sufficiently


warmed on its passage to the western basin, particularly in Lake St. Clair,


that upon entry into the western basin it is practically the same temperature


as water of the western basin.


Many of the characteristics of the western basin described above will not


be explicit parts of the oxygen model we are developing, but will be implicite in


most parts of the model. We have described the physical system to emphasize the


particular, and in some ways peculiar, nature of the basin and variations in


the characteristics that can influence the functioning of the system.
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Work of the Project


The conceptual model of the system we are developing, diagrammed above,


points to a key physical parameter that is very poorly understood, the vertical


components of water movements. It is the relevance of several items considered


in the physical description of the system to this physical parameter that makes


them, relevant to our system* and in turn this parameter is of outstanding


importance to the vertical zonations described there, These in turn are of


prime importance to various biological processes occurring in the basin.


In terms of inputs and outputs of the system, this "water movement -will be


critical in transfer of 0p (and other gases) between the air and the water, as


well as transfer of materials between the water and sediments of the basin.


Processes in the water itself will be influenced as this factor regulates


turbidity of the water, hence extent of the euphotic zone and photosynthesis,


and the mixed layer (epilimnion) which determines the amount of light algae


receive during the daylight hours. The trmixed layer" or epilimnion is itself


determined by this component and the bouyancy resulting from surface heating.


The settling of algae from the water, which can be a key factor in separation


of the organic material frcm the oxygen produced in photosynthesis, will be


controlled largely by this factor.


We cannot go into detail here of the work in progress, but while unfinished,


it has resulted in three presentations, and publications by Dr. Tiny Y. Li


which have been forwarded. These have been directed toward the problem of


thermal stratification, both because this is important in itself and because it


should relate to wind induced turbulence, work needed to overcome bouyancy


resulting from surface heating, and eddy diffusivity.
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In the appendix of this report we have reproduced Dr. Li's latest


publication as the best possible way to represent his work.


Related to this aspect of the problem, an initial study of the theoretical


aspects of algal distribution vertically has results in a Master's Thesis by


D. A, Kandall, "The Vertical Distribution of Phytoplankton in a Stratified Lake".


While several problems arise in such a study that prevent a final answer, it


has been important in pointing out what these problems are.


The subject of the investigation is significant in that it is important to


the model to know where processes are occurring and how these can influence


inputs and outputs of the system. The settling of algae, as mentioned above,


would be a primary way in which organic materials could be separated from the


oxygen produced concurrently.
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The Biological System


General Discussion


Our decision to employ an oxygen-based model for the western Lake Erie


system "was based on two key considerations. Firsts the use of an oxygen-based


model can be theoretically justified as appropriate for the functioning of this


ecosystem, if it is properly conceived, and second, it seemed to offer the best


possibility for tieing in with the socio-economic subsystem study.


Dissolved oxygen, B.O.D., and related items have long been parameters of


water quality and are a base for systems studies such as those of Thomann and


M s associates. Thus our model should not be completely foreign to engineers


and ecologists involved -with aquatic environments, and data on these parameters


are available from other studies. Our system involves somewhat broader concepts


than those normally employed in the sanitary engineering field, being based on


ecological and chemical rather than practical engineering considerations. But


•with this understood, there should be no great problem in understanding the


system we are developing, a most important criterion for an effective model.


When one embarks on a study of the biological aspects of a system


emphasizing the key processes of photosynthesis and resperation, as we are, it


becomes necessary to be clearly understood. Terms are not always used in the


same way and it is quite easy to generate confusion and misunderstanding. We


cannot afford this here. In particular, and of vital importance here, are the


various terms and concepts related to primary productivity, photosynthesis and


algal concentrations or algal blooms.




Odum (1959) discusses clearly the problems of primary productivity and


measurements thereof and we concur almost completely with the definitions and


views expressed, including the statement that "the ideal way to measure


productivity would be to measure energy flow through the system, but this has


so far proved difficult to do."


From a chemical standpoint the next best measure of productivity would be


to measure oxygen changes in the system because they are most directly related


to energy flow through the system.


Strickland (1965) in an excellent review of marine primary production


takes a different view but his basic definition of primary production is that it


is the amount of organic carbon formed, which seems to us less basic than


energy, and oxygen, because it does not allow for variations in energy contents


of the organic materials formed. For example, there will be significant


differences in energy content between carbohydrates and lipids produced and


these will not be evident from organic carbon measures. Similarly these will be


differences energetically depending upon whether nitrate or ammonia is the Hf


source. These differences will be reflected in oxygen measures but not, of


course, with C measures.


In a practical sense the differences may not be great, in view of the


various problems associated with the different kinds of methods, but for clarity


in our conception of the functioning of an aquatic ecosystem this is a


significant consideration. This is also important in assessing the value of


the kind of model we are developing since it is necessary in establishing a


logical theoretical base for the oxygen model.
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We do not need to rehash here discussions of methodology and definitions of


the different terms one encounters in limnological work of this nature; these


are discussed quite fully in the above cited references as well as many other


places.


There is, however, one point we feel needs some clarification, not "because


we are so naive as to assume it will clear up aJl the confusion, but because we


can take a logically defensible view that will provide a definition that will


be clear and usable in the discussion here and will help in understanding the


functioning of an aquatic system.


This point is the relation between primary production and photosynthesis.


"Where different definitions of these two processes are given it is understandable


that confusion will occur. For reasons mentioned above we will consider the


problem here only as it relates to oxygen and measures of oxygen changes.


In its most important sense, primary production should be measured by the


amount of energy, derived from, light, that is transformed into the chemical


energy of the products of plant photosynthesis. In the absence of effective


measures of this energy, oxygen production would most closely relate to this


energy transformed and made available to the biological system. (Biologically


useful energy introduced into the system via organic pollutants, etc. is a


different problem and -while accountable in the functioning of the system is not


a part of primary production itself).
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Brimary production in terms of photosynthesis should be the algebreic sum


of rates of plant photosynthesis and plant respiration over at least daily


•̂ -periods of time, or in terms of the oxygen as considered above, the amount of


oxygen produced by plant photosynthesis during the daylight hours minus the


amount of oxygen used by plants in respiration over the 2U-hour period. This


would equate by means of the appropriate photosynthetic equation to the amount


of energy made available to the rest of the biological system by the primary


producers. It would equate to plant material produced if this "were appropriately


categorized chemically. It would not be appropriately categorized by simply


'dry weight of plant material or organic carbon, even though these may be


considered rough, practical measures.


There is variation in the use of the term "diurnal", sometimes referring to


events during the daylight hours, as opposed to nocturnal, and sometimes


referring to the whole 2U-hour day. To avoid confusion here we -will use


"durnal" in the first sense only, meaning the daylight hours as opposed to


nocturnal. We will use the term "daily" to refer to the whole 2^-hour day.
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"Basic or primary productivity of an ecological system, community or any


part thereof, is defined as the rate at which energy is stored by photosynthetic


and chemosynthetic activity of producer organisms (chiefly green plants) in the


form of organic substances "which can be used as food materials. It is important


to distinguish between two kinds of primary productivity as follows: Gross


primary productivity is the total rate of photosynthesis including the organic


matter used up in respiration during the measurement period. This is also


known as "total photosynthesis" or "total assimilation". Net primary


productivity is the rate of storage of organic material in. plant tissues in


excess of the respiratory utilization by the plants during the period of


measurement. This is also called "apparent photosynthesis" or "net assimilation:


the amount of respiration is usually added to measurements of "apparent" photo


synthesis as a correction in order to obtain estimates of gross production."


(Odum, 1959).


The above quotation from Odum (1959) squares mth our considerations,


but there is a problem not faced in the above quotation. Net primaiy


production, over daily or longer periods, is the really crucial value that we


are concerned with in ecological studies and its definition is clear in the


above quotation. However, the key phrase irin excess of respiratory utilization


by plants," in the above quotation and in our discussion indicates -where the


problem lies. "What one measures in natural situations isnot respiratory


utilization by plants but respiratory activity of the whole population present.


Subtracting this value would not give net primary production.


Unfortunately we do not have a method for measuring what portion of the


respiration is due to the plant component of the mixed population.
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The problem can be best seen by an example that is very pertinent to our


study. From Verdiun's studies he calculates that photosynthetic rates exceed


respiratory rates during the daylight hours by 256 mMC/M^/day. At night


respiration data are of equivalent magnitude. From this he assumed, reasonably,


that gross photosynthesis "would be 512 nMC/M /day because diurnal respiration


would equal the nocturnal. His methods and calculations are immaterial at


this point, as is the form in -which his data appears, the point is: What do


these data mean with respect to net primary productivity or net plant photo


synthesis as defined above?


If we assumed that the respiration measured was due to the plants, it


would mean that there was no net primary production per day since the daily


gross photosynthesis was equal to the daily respiration. By the same token


the net photosynthesis resulting from diurnal activity would be nullified by


nocturnal respiration.


5Sie figures do mean that there can be no increase in algal moss, no bloom,


but this does not mean no net primary productivity. It only means that any net


primary productivity is balanced by a corresponding utilization of what is


produced.


Gross photosynthesis data are not inherently pertinent because they do not


represent that amount of organic material, energy, etc. that is available to


other components of the system.
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There are various reasons to believe that the above respiration data of


VerduinYs include a very significant component that is due to microbial and


animal activity, some of which "will be brought out later in this report„ Here


we need only mention one kind of datum since it will allow us to estimate what


would be reasonable primary production rates from the above data. Plant


respiration rates in the dark are commonly only a small fraction of their photo


synthetic rates in the light, A not unreasonable value for our calculations


would be plant respiration rates that are 1/8 the gross photosynthetic rates,


suggested by Verdiun.


Using this relation, during the diurnal period when gross photosynthesis


p P


was 512 nMC/m /days diurnal respiration would be 62/vMC/m /day. Nocturnal


plant respiration of equal magnitude would give a net daily primary production


of 5l2-6lf-64 mMC/m2/days, or 38^ nMC/m2/day.


In brief, there appears to be a high primary productivity during the


period of Verduinfs study, in the absence of algal increases, but that there is


a correspondingly high utilization of the material so produced by microorganisms


and animals. Dais, of course, is another way of emphasising the difference


between standing crop and productivity or turnover. With respect to photo


synthesis and respiration in the water there would be a steady state, on a


daily basis, although not steady with respect to shorten time periods.


It is important to note that in the example we have been using the


measured uptake of COp during the daylight hours is significantly less than


the "net primary productivity" or the gross photosynthesis minus plant


respiration, even during the daylight hours.
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The quantity measured is net change in CO "which is the algebreic sum of


three relevant processes: COg uptake by plants minus C02 produced in plant


respiration and C0p produced by heterotrophs respiration, while the definition


of net primary productivity "would be the algebreic sum of only two of these


components: C0p uptake by plants minus CCL produced by plants.


The measured change can only equal net primary productivity "when there is


no significant heterotrophic component.


This confusion is present in the above quotation from Odum. After giving


a clear, logical definition of net primary productivity, he goes on to say that


this is also called "apparent photosynthesis" or "net assimilation". One could


even go along with these synonyms, if he did not then equate "apparent


photosynthesis", through implication in the next sentence, with measured photo


synthesis by saying that the amount of respiration is usually added to measure


ments of "apparent" photosynthesis as a correction in order to obtain estimates


of gross production. This statement by itself is true enough if -we equate


"apparent photosynthesis" with measured photosynthesis, but then it is no longer


equal to net primary productivity.


The meanings and relations of the various terms may be summarized as


follows:


(l) Measured diurnal net photosynthesis.	 Emphasis on the "measured"


means that this is the datum collected• It is equal to diurnal or


gross plant photosynthesis minus diurnal plant respiration and


diurnal heterotroph (animal and bacterial) respiration.
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(2)	 Gross diurnal photosynthesis (and gross daily photosynthesis since


it is solely a diurnal activity) is equal to the sum of the measured


diurnal net photosynthesis and total diurnal community (plant plus


heterotroph) respiration.


(3)	 Net daily plant photosynthesis equals net daily primary production or


gross photosynthesis (diurnal or daily) minus daily plant respiration


(diurnal plus nocturnal).


(k)	 For our purposes here we are equating photosynthesis with 0


production, respiration with 0p utilization. If the proper equations


for the photosynthetic and respiratory processes are used, other


measures of photosynthesis should equate with 0 measures.


The above discussion of photosynthesis, respiration, and primary production


values is a necessary preliminary to consideration of data obtained in this


study and now "being analyzed.


It is also of special importance in considering another phenomenon so widely


discussed in reference to Lake Erie, algal "blooms and trends toward increasing


algal populations in Lake Erie.


Increases in algal populations mean that more algae are being produced then


are being removed from a system. When this occurs over a relatively short period


of time (week or month) it is called an algal bloom. The variety of processes


involved in rates of production and of removal and the variations in the rates


of these processes make it impossible to equate the rise with either photo


synthesis or primary production. About all one can say is that increases in


algal populations (or blooms) represent an unsteady state in which production is


in excess of removal. Primary production or photosynthesis may be either high


or low in a bloom, depending upon the relative rates of competing processes.
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In the Verdiun example quoted above, even though the primary production


and net plant photosynthesis rates were high during the period he studied,


there was no algal bloom because the respiration rates, reflecting algal


removal were correspondingly high.


In the absence of externally introduced respirable materials, algal increases


•will be possible only when the gross daily photosynthesis of the community


exceeds the gross daily respiration, When respirable materials are introduced


into a system an algal bloom would only be possible "when gross daily photo


synthesis exceeded gross daily respiration minus respiration of introduced


respirable materials.


By the same arguments, increases in algal concentrations cannot necessarily


be equated with eutr fication.


An increased algal population may result from increased nutrients, if


these are limiting factors, but only if there is not a corresponding increase in


algal removal, primarily via herb ivory, microbial breakdown, etc.


We may close this section of the report with a sort of rule of thumb,


that illustrate some of the above comments relative to algal production, photo


synthesis and respiration as well as earlier points brought up under physical


aspects of the system.


Dais rule of thumb (see Strickland, 1965) is that sustained phytoplankton


growth (increase in algal population) is not observed in nature TTif the mixed


layer (the layer in which cells are randomly and fairly rapidly transported by


mixing processes) has a depth more than about five times that of the euphotic


depth.Tr This condition means (assuming 12-hours of day light and no
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heterotrophic respiration) that rates of algal photosynthesis would need to "be


2

at least 10 times that of algal respiration , a not unreasonable figure.


This minimal condition "would undoubtedly apply only if heterotrophic respir


ation were minimal; with heterotrophic activity removing algal products via


respiration correspondingly higher light exposures, smaller ratios of mixed-


layer to euphotic depth than five would be needed for net algal growth.


Some of the early data on spring algal blooms in western Lake Erie suggest


that such a situation may prevail at this time of the year. During the period


studied by Verdiun and mentioned above, the ratio of mixed layer to euphotic


depth would be significantly smaller than five but no algal bloom occurred,


undoubtedly reflecting high heterotroph respiration.


This rule of thumb clearly indicates some of the significance of physical


aspects of the system to the biological, since they are important in determining


both the magnitudes of these two zones and their relative values. Except for


relatively rare instances of thermocline formation, the mixed-layer will be


equivalent to depth of water in the basin.


2

This follows from the fact that under these conditions algae would be in the light


only 1/5 of the whole day. Gross photosynthesis rates would hence need to be


10 times as great for this 1/10 day activity to equal respiration rates for 10/10


of the day.
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Biotosynthesis and respiration on the key metabolic processes we are


concerned -with in our system and measures of these processes are concerned


•with in our system and measures of these processes are significant parts of the


study.


Photosynthesis has been discussed above relative to primary production.


Here we need to examine the processes in a little more detail in order that we


be able to see some of the relations, and problems, of the different kinds of


measures of this processes and that we be able to see necessary relations


between organic materials produced, 0 produced, C0Q utilized, and nutrients


required.


When we use the term photosynthesis in discussions of our system we cannot


think of the highly symplified equation depicting synthesis of carbohydrate.


In the ecological situation, and particularly in our system, we must take a


photo synthetic equation that represents the synthesis of algal organic material.


For our discussion, and in the absence of actual data for western Lake Erie


algae, we have taken a fairly representative elemental analysis of algae, and


calculated an empirical formula for algae organic material. In order that the


corresponding photosynthetic equation can be readily compared with the common


hexose formation equation we have set up the empirical formula with 6 carbons.


Hie resulting equations, with varying nitrogen sources are:


(1) 6C02 + 3.06 H20 + O.


(2) 6C02 + 4.3H20 +


(3) 6C02 + 3.89E20 + O.83HUO3
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We have not included the phosphorus component in the above equations, because


it is not going to effect the oxidation-reduction balance and is not quantitatively


significant. It is most important to note, however, that the content in algae


•will be about 1 atom of phosphorus to 16 atoms of nitrogen and, according to the


above equation, 116 atoms of carbon.


This ratio of elements in the algal organic products is important from the


nutrient standpoint in that it sets a minimal relation between these nutrients


if normal algal photosynthesis and growth are to result. It is through the


relation that the nutrients of the water will influence and be measured in the


system being developed.


Energy has not been included in the above equations, although radiant


energy is obviously required, because it is not directly pertinent to our


system. In all three equations the energy content of the organic material


produced -will be the same, but there will be energy differences in the three


equations as the energy contents of the other participants in the reactions vary.


Hie equations introduced above are primarily designed to provide examples of


how different measures of photosynthesis should theoretically relate to one


another in an ecological situation, and to emphasize the value of an oxygen


measure. They illustrate another point which is worth noting, the difference in


oxygen production between utilization of nitrate and ammonia as nitrogen


production between utilization of nitrate and ammonia as nitrogen sources. If


this is not appreciated, comparisons of photosynthesis measures, where the


nitrogen sources may differ, will yield discordant results. In this case, the


measurement of oxygen will more closely correspond with the energy requirements


than will other measures, the energy requirements for utilization of nitrate


being greater than for utilization of ammonia.
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Respiratory activity of the system is a more complex one than photosynthetic


activity because of the variety of organisms contributing to this total process.


In the system, of course, every organism in the lake is involved, including plants,


The bulk of this respiration in our system will, however, probably be due to


three major components: (1) the plants (algae) will be significant, even


though their gross photosynthetic rates may be eight to ten times their


respiration rates, because of the time they spend in the dark and because their


population must, in the absence of significant introduced respirable material,


be large enough to support the entire community, (2) the planktonic herbivores,


largely microcrustacean, who will be largely responsible for removal of algae


via grazing (at least during parts of the year), and (3) the microorganisms.


•Quantifying respirations activity of the different components, with the


possible exception of the algae, has really not been done In any systems, at


least in any reasonably satisfying way.


We have limited ourselves to the above three components in our consideration


because they are close to the base of the food pyramid, and hence would account


for possibly 90 percent, at least of the total respiration since they would


include practically all the primary consumption as well as significant


consumption at secondary or tertiary consumption levels.


That this is the case in western Lake Erie, at least in the summer season,


is indicated by the studies of Verduin discussed above and by some of the data


we have obtained. The story for other seasons is not clear, and this is a


quite unsatisfactory state, -what it means, of course is that microbiologists


and zoologists have not applied themselves to physiological ecology as have


botanists, or, in other terms, respiration in natural environments has not


received the attention that photosynthesis has. Although understandable, it


poses large problems in analyzing the functioning of the system.
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In this vein the system we are developing will not "be considered satifactory


by most zoologists and many ecologists "because it does effectively ignore large


groups of animals, and any organisms that are not significant on the primary


production or primary consumption level. We justify this on the "basis that we


are concerned "with the overall function of the system and that if we can accotint


for 90 percent of the overall function we are within the limits of measurement,


and for our immediate purposes this suffices. If we can accomplish this


objective it will then provide a reasonable base for including other organisms*


Since we need to start somewhere, this seems legitimate, but it must be


appreciated that knowledge of the respiratory function, organisms responsible


and their quantitative roles is woefully lacking.




Experimental Studies


Over the past year we have been conducting extensive studies of photosynthesis,


and incidentally respiration, in the -western basin. Much of this -work will be


the subject of a Ph.D. Dissertation and^ unfortunately for this report it will


be another 3-̂ - months before the data are adequately analyzed in the light of


the above discussion. Along with this data will be accessory data on light


penetration, 0 concentrations and temperature profiles that will be of value.


In another less extensive study over portions of the same period as the


above is work done by Mrs. P# G# Robinson that led to a Master's Thesis entitled,


"Photosynthesis and Respiration of Lake Erie Plankton." In this work we were


particularly concerned with these two activities as exhibited by organisms


collected in plankton nets and examined in the laboratory for photosynthetic


and respiratory activities manometrically.


We wea?e interested in these studies for comparison with results of the


in situ studies. The results of the net plankton studies, by their nature will


only yield results representing the larger components of the total plankton and


respiration and photosynthesis will be referable only to mg dry weight, not


volume of water. They will be important in pointing out the relative photosynthetic


and respiratory rates of the larger plankton.


The results obtained in this study were:


(1) In the light, only samples taken in early August (1970), when an


algal bloom (largely blue-greens) occurred, gave a net oxygen production. At


all other times, even though there was photosynthetic activity in the light,


this was not sufficient to overcome the respiratory activity, hence oxygen


uptake resulted. Oxygen uptake in the dark was, of course, greater than oxygen


uptake in the light.
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(2) The contents of the plankton net samples generally reflected the


changes in relative rates of photosynthesis and respiration for this period, in


that the early summer samples consisted of a much higher proportion of


Crustacea to algae than the August samples. This is reflected in the data on


photosynthesis and respiration when reduced to ul Cu changes per mg dry weight


of plankton net sample. Gross photosynthetic rates for June and July were in


the range of 0.3 to 0.5 ul 0p produced per 30 minutes, while in early August


they were almost ten times as high, about k.O per 0 produced per 30 minutes.


Respiration rates showed less variation between these two summer periods,


ranging from about 2 to 6 ul 0. uptake per mg dry weight per 30 minutes for


June and July to 1.5 - 2.5 for August, but in the early summer respiration rates


were about ten times as high as photosynthetic rates.


There are several reasons "why there results cannot be taken to represent


what the in situ photosytithetic and respiration rates may be. Their primary


value is that they bring out the high respiratory activity of heterotrophs


collected in the plankton net. While this is probably largely due to the


microcrustacian present, it is not possible to dissociate microcrustacean


respiration from that of microorganisms associated with both the algae and the


crustacean.


(3) Activity per microcrustacean was determined by picking these from the


samples and measuring 0 uptakes. Again we cannot separate microcrustacean


from microcrustacean associated microbial activity, but it was felt that such


data would be important in assessing respiration rates from microcrustacean


count data. Values obtained in two separate runs with 100 Crustacea gave


concordant results of 15.6 and 15.0 u 1 0 uptake per 30 minutes or an average


value of 0.306 u 1 0 uptake per crustacean per hour.
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(h) It was evident from these studies that photosynthetic rates were


higher upon first exposure to light than data in the light period. This was


more noticeable when the initial exposure was to light of higher intensity


(1667 fc) than when the initial exposure was of lower intensity (420 fc). This


was not unexpected, hence the light regime used. It does, however, emphasize


the light-time-photosynthesis relation that cannot be ignored in studies of


this process.


A more complete discussion of the results of studies of photosynthesis and


respiration will follow analysis of data now on hand but as yet not fully


digested.
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Summary 

As we see i  t the development of a model involves four successive steps: 

(1) Determination of the function the model is designed to serve and the 

best measure of this function. 

(2) Visualization of a l l the processes that may be significant in the 

functioning of the system being modelled. 

(3) Quantification of the various processes and their relations to the 

functioning of the "whole system. 

(k-) Testing of the quantified model, 

"While there need not be a complete chronological separation of these four 

steps, each is dependent upon the previous steps. 

The first step is obvious. 

Hie second is most significant. In the absence of adequate visualization of 

the significant quantitative components, quantification becomes, to that extent, 

meaningless, and any relation between the quantified model and reality "would 

be only fortuitions. 

The third step is again quite obvious but is should be pointed out that 

quantification is most reliable when i t can be done on adequate theoretical 

bases rather than an empirical base. 

The fourth step i s , of course, the "proof of the puddingTf, and, more 

importantly, determines whether the whole model building process yielded a 

usable product. 
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In terms of progress in this portion of the study, we may summarize along


similar lines.


(1) The phy si co-biological subsystem with which we are concerned in directed


toward measuring water quality and changes thereof in such a way that it can be


linked with the socio-economic subsystem. We have chosen oxygen as a measure of


the functioning of the physico-biological subsystem because it will directly or


indirectly be influenced by the major items of concern in water quality, is a


readily understandable measure and is a theoretically sound measure of the


functioning of this ecosystem- The last is quite important because most water


quality problems are problems because of their biological affects on man directly


or on the ecosystem. With very limited exceptions changes in water quality that


affect man directly will also affect the functioning of organisms in the


ecosystem•


(2) As emphasized above, we place great emphasis on qualitative visualiza


tion of the functional system., and a large portion of this report has dealt with


this part of our studies, both in bringing out the pertinent processes, showing


how they will be accounted for in the model being developed by their influences


on oxygen in the water, and by clearly defining the processes involved where


there is possibility of misunderstanding.


(3) Several items in the quantification process have been considered.


With relation to physical processes we have placed emphasis on the vertical


component of water movements (turbulence) because of its relevance to several


other processes of importance. This has been an attempt to arrive at an


adequate theoretical base for such movements. At present there is neither


adequate theoretical nor empirical data from which to proceed. Such a base is


necessary for treatment of such other processes and parameters as thermocline


development, depth of mixed layer, movement of material across the air-water
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and T̂ ater-sediment boundaries, turbidity and hence euphotic zone, algal settling


rates and other that in turn depend on these processes and parameters.


On the biological or biochemical we have discussed important and significant


aspects and relations of photosynthesis, primary productivity, TTalgal blooms",


plant nutrients and respiration, that are of prime importance in both laying the


base for and developing quantified measures of these processes.


We have, in the absence of adequate data conducted quite extensive studies


of photosynthesis and to a lesser extent studies of respiration in the basin.


A considerable part of the "work done has been a very critical examination


of the published (and some unpublished) "work done on the western Lake Erie


system. We have not attempted to include this here, except for purposes of


illustration, because it would be a volume in itself. It would be most valuable


to review the work, around the control theme of our model, but we cannot promise


that it will be put in publishable form in the immediate future.


The work reported here cannot be considered isolated from other studies


just concluded or still under way that are relevant to this one. The coming year


should allow us to correlate results of these studies with ours so that a much


more complete view of the western Lake Erie System will be possible.
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I. Introduction:

Against a background of growing public


interest and concern, scientists turned

increasingly to consideration of earthfs

natural environment. The present paper

deals with a physical model of the seasonal

thermal stratification of the Great Lakes.

Its purpose is to contribute to the under

standing of the natural environment of the

Great Lakes. In the present work, physical

changes of the thermodynamic and the

dynamic states of the body of water in the

Great Lakes will be studied, particularly

such physical changes that are primarily

responsible for the development of the

seasonal thermal stratification phenomena.

A good understanding of these physical

changes is a necessary prerequisite to

making proper assessments of the attendant

ecological changes. Therefore, results

from the present study form a part of the

total understanding of the Great Lakes as

an ecosystem. Only when such a total

understanding is attained, can effective

measures be launched towards preserving

and enhancing the natural environment of

the Great Lakes.


Ii. Thermal Structure of Temperate Lakes

Important features of the seasonal


variations in the thermal structure of

temperate lakes are well known and have

been discusses in Ref. 1. Typically, a


lake located in the northern temperate

latitudes will pass through two important

periods annually: (1) homothermal period,

and (2) stratification period. The strati

fication period can be further classified

into: (2a) summer stratification period,

and (2b) autumn stratification period.

(2a) corresponds to the period of stratifi

cation with increasing surface temperature.

(2b) corresponds to the period of stratifi

cation with decreasing surface temperature.

During the entire stratification period,

the lake water can be classified into three

water masses: the epilimnion of warm

isothermal water, the hypolimnion of cold

isothermal water, and the intermediate

thermocline where the temperature declines

rapidly with increasing depth. The annual

records of the vertical temperature distri

butions in Cayuga Lake, N.Y. have been

reviewed recently in Ref. 2. In Cayuga

Lake, during 1952, the homothermal period

lasted from December to April. This was

followed by a comparatively short period

during which a continuously decreasing

temperature from the surface to the bottom

of the lake existed without having a

clearly defined stratified structure.

Thermal stratification became well estab

lished in June and lasted till November.

The summer stratification period (2a)

lasted from June to August while the autumn

stratification period (2b) lasted from

August to November. Seasonal variations of

the thermal structure similar to those

found in Cayuga Lake have also been observed

in all five of the St. Lawrence Great Lakes,

except the shallow western end of Lake

Erie (Ref. 3). The thermocline is a

barrier for all turbulent processes, and

is sometimes believed to be the boundary

between turbulent and non-turbulent regions

in the lake. The occurence of thermal

stratification can cause pronounced

biological effects. During the homothermal

period, the dissolved oxygen is distributed

nearly uniformly throughout the lake by

turbulent mixing. When stratification

occurs, the epilimnion and the hypolimnion

differ so much in temperature - and hence

in density - that the turbulence mixing

action cannot penetrate into the hypolimnion.

While stratification persists, there is no

source of additional oxygen for the hypo

limnion. Marine animals confined to the

hypolimnion use the oxygen there in res

piration, and additional consumption of

oxygen by bacterial decay of the dead plant

and animal matter contributes further to

the depletion of oxygen in the hypolimnion.

Thus, oxygen in the hypolimnion decreases

throughout the stratification period. An

apparent deficit in dissolved oxygen has

been observed in the Great Lakes during

some summer month. For instance, in August

1964, in an area about 25% of the entire

lake bottom in western and central Lake




Erie, dissolved oxygen concentration was

found to be too low (Ref. 4). Late in the

fall, the epilimnion cools and eventually

the homothermal period returns. The winds

will again mix the entire lake and thus

rejuvenate oxygen supplies in the deep

water. In understanding this annual cycle

of the transformation of the thermal state

of the lake, one therefore gains the

necessary background for studying the

ecology of the Great Lakes.


III. Scope of the Present Investigation

In Ref. 1, Hutchinson reviewed several


theories of the thermocline• More recent

theories of the thermocline problem are

given in Refs. 5 - 8 . In the present

study, the physical processes leading to

thermal stratification in the Great Lakes

are studied. The thermal structure and

dynamic conditions in the lake are analyzed

based on conservation equations. In these

considerations, the main attention is dir

ected to the summer stratification period

(2a) which includes the following important

phases of the thermocline development:


(A) the initial phase of thermal

stratification


(B) the equilibrium state of thermal

stratification.


In Ref. 8, the present author proposed a

theoretical model for the initial phase

(A). This analysis is now extended in

order to obtain a rational estimate of the

equilibrium thermocline In a stratified

lake. The result from the present analysis

Is supported by experimental data obtained

by Kato-Phillips (Ref. 7)- It is also

consistent with Turner-Krausf model of

seasonal thermocline (Refs. 5-6). The

present theory does not include the autumn

stratification period (2b). In the period

(2b), turbulent mixing is enhanced by

convective transfer due to the sinking

motion of colder water mass. This surface

cooling and the associated sinking motion

have to be accounted for in a rational

theory for the period (2b).


IV. Conservation Equations

For the present investigation, a


system of orthogonal Cartesian coordinates

(xf, X2, X3) fixed with respect to the

earth Is adopted, where Xi, X2, X3, denote

the easterly, northern and downward dis

tances respectively from a selected origin

on the lake surface. The equation of

motion to the Boussinesq approximation can

be written as follows (Ref. 9):


5i 1_ 
I* (1)


Dt


where Kivi (2)


(3)


— X


5F " Wt


P - PogX3 (5)


g (6)


In Eqs. (2), (3), (4) and throughout the

present paper, the summation convention

for the Cartesian tensor notation is used,

the index I being summed over 1, 2 and 3.

The symbols In the above equations are:


^ * velocity vector


ki, k2, ka « unit vectors in xi, X2, x3

directions respectively


Vi, V2, V3 * velocity components along

xi, X2, X3 directions

respectively


• time variable

B
 the earth rotation vector,

its magnitude being ft a /ft/a

1.46 x lCT* sec1


f * resultant frictional force

per unit volume


p • water density

Po • water density at the lake


surface

p « pressure

b a the buoyancy per unit volume

g = the magnitude of the apparent


gravitational acceleration

In the Boussinesq approximation, variations

in the buoyancy of the water are accounted

for; variations in the water density are

neglected, however, as far as they influence

the inertia. Within this approximation,

the conservation .of mass condition becomes


= 0 (7)

The water in the lake can be regarded as an

isotropic, incompressible Newtonian fluid.

Then the components of f are expressible as

follows:


fI = 2V H~~ (6lJ) (8)


Where y denotes the viscosity coefficient

and eIj denotes the components of the rate

of strain tensor defined as follows:


An equation for the temperature field is

given as follows (Refs. 9 and 10):


P̂ C , 2±. = XV2T + Q (10)


where T * temperature

Cv = specific heat at constant


volume

X a thermal conductivity coeffi


cient

,2_ 32


Q = heat source function, i.e.

heat generated internally or

received from external

sources per unit volume per

unit time


These equations (1), (7) and (10) are used

to calculate V, p and T for known values of

Q under appropriate boundary conditions and

initial conditions (Ref. 8).




V.	 Equilibrium State of Thermal

Stratification

As has already been pointed out, the


thermocline is a barrier to mixing of the

epilimnetic water with the hypolimnetic

water. The thickness of the epilimnion in

a lake depends on a number of factors, not

the least of which is exposure to the wind.

Any attempt on the part of the wind to mix

epilimnetic with thermocline water in the

lake would result in an increased density

gradient in the thermocline region, and

thus a stronger barrier to mixing. The

thermocline tends to maintain itself by

this self-regulating mechanism, unless

certain other conditions such as large

variations of the heat energy input to the

water occur. The present section deals

with the calculation of this equilibrium

thermal structure of the Great Lakes.


Physically speaking, it is expected

that energy is removed from the water

turbulence by working against the buoyancy

gradient during the period of thermal

stratification of the lake. Initial

thermocline development in spring-summer

heating period is exhibited in the

turbulent diffusive motion of the thermo

cline from the water surface downward.

These initial developments will be discuss

ed in the next section. At a certain

depth below the water surface the buoyancy

effects in the stratified lake overcome

the turbulent diffusive motion initiated

by the wind at the water surface, and then

the thermocline development reaches its

equilibrium state.

(A) Integral Turbulent Kinetic Energy


Equation

The turbulent flow field is character


ized by turbulent fluctuations. The

velocity vector can be written as follows:


U + u1	 (11)


where U denotes the mean velocity vector

w.ith its components represented by U. and

uf denotes the fluctuation velocity vector

with its components represented by uj• Let


p* » P + p' (12)


b » B + bf (13)


where, in the right hand sides, the capital

ized quantities denote the temporal mean

quantities while the primed quantities

denote the fluctuations. Substituting

Eq. (11-13) into Eq. (1) yields


x (U + u') +


i 7(P + p') - (B + (14)


Forming the scalar product of Eq. (14)

with uf and then taking the temporal mean

gives an equation for the energy balance

of the turbulence:


9U.

bfuf +


3


(15)


where, by Eq. (9),


(16)


and v = /Po*

In Eq. (15), the barred quantities denote

the temporal mean quantities. In the

epilimnion, the mean flow is usually hori

zontal, and the turbulence approximately

homogeneous in horizontal planes, so that

Eq. (15) reduces to:


- u'u' 9Uce

a J
 33T


3


(17)


where the Greek suffix a is summed over the

values 1 and 2 only. Integrating Eq. (17)

from x = 0 Cake surface) to x3 » h (lower

boundary of epilimnion) yields the follow

ing turbulent kinetic energy integral

equation:


Itk zd v	 ".],


b'u'dx 

3 3


2v	 (18)


The first term on the left is a measure of

the unsteadiness of the turbulence. The

second term represents the net energy flux

at x4 = h; the third, the net energy flux

at XJ - 0. When the thermocline develop

ment reaches its equilibrium state, these

terms may be equated to zero. Thus we

obtain


G* + W* - D* = 0	 (19)


where G* = Kinetic energy input from the

wind


u

po u'u' *-=a- dx (20)

u ex 3 ax 3


'O 3


W* = potential energy from buoyancy


(21)

b'uT dx


3 3

D* = turbulent energy dissipated


due to viscosity




dx	 (22)


Eq. (19)	 Is the equation of energy balance

in the turbulent epilimnion at its equili

brium state.

(B) Integral Equation of Thermal Energy


Balance

In the turbulent epilimnion, taking


temporal mean of Eq, (10) yields


(5F+ f + V- u'Tf + Q (23)


where	 T - mean temperature

Tf- fluctuation temperature


Q r « thermal diffusivity


In the derivation of Eq. (23), the following

condition is implied:


7- uf	 (24a)


which arises from the continuity Eq. (7).

In the surface layer, again, the mean flow

is assumed to be horizontal and the turbu

lence Is approximately homogeneous In the

horizontal plane. Hence, Eq. (23) becomes


3T

Ua	 Q (24)


If the mean temperature field is f(t,x ),

then Eq. (2 4) reduces to 3


3T 3 3 
Q (25) 

3 

Integrating Eq. (2 5) from x 
yields: 3 0 to x

3 
 » h 

(2 6)


Similarly, it Is obtained that 
z 
( | f dx + fu'T1] - fu7?7]
J at 3 L 3 Jz U Jo 

(27)


where x - z, o < z < h. In Eqs. (26) and


(27), X
3? t>e seen to be proportional


3T

to X	 which represent the energy flux


due to heat conduction. Under steady

conditions, there is no accumulation of. the

heat energy from conduction; therefore,


(28)


The epilimnion region represents a well


3T
mixed region in which vr- is independent of


xs. Hence, Eq. (27) can also be written

as: _ z


at ) 
Qdx (29)


where 0 because of the condition


of the free surface of the lake. In Ref.

6, Kraus	 and Turner assumed that


0Se""3x* + 2 R<5(x3) (30)


The first term on the right of Eq. (30)

represents the convergence of the pene

trating component S of solar radiation,

i being a measure of the depth of penetra

tion. The second tferm on the right of

Eq. (30) represents the heat exchanges

associated with flux R due to infrared

radiation, sensible heat and evaporation.

The Dirac function 6(x3) expresses the

fact that these processes are concentrated

at the surface. It integral is


6 (xs) dx3 (3D


for all values of z > 0. If Eq. (30) is

adopted in the present calculation, then

Eq. (29) becomes:


3f	 R - Se-Bz (32)

3t


Also, Eq. (26) becomes:


5| h + ̂ UTA - S + R - Se~3h (33)


Eq. (33) is the thermal energy equation

in the epilimnion.

(C) Equilibrium Epilimnion Thickness


The integral equations In Eqs. 0-9)

and (33) can be solved simultaneously to

obtain an estimate of the equilibrium

epilimnion thickness, denoted by h. For

this purpose, it is convenient to let


T * mean temperature of the epilimnion


T^ » mean temperature of the hypolinnJon


Then, It may be postulated on dimensional

grounds that


(34)*


where A is a proportionality constant and

w$ denoted the velocity of downward

erosion of the thermocline. Therefore,

Eq. (33) becomes __


S + R = A (T - T, )w. + s (35)


where B •* °° has been assumed. From Eqs.

(6) and (13), one obtains


B .g ^ 2 .	 (36)


g	 (37)


Where p and p1 denote the mean density and

the density fluctuation respectively. By


*Ref. 6, Kraus and Turner tookwt




Eqs. (37) and (21), one obtains


W* « g pfur dx (38)


Let the coefficient of thermal expansion be


(39)
p
o *¥

Then, it may be assumed that


Pf apQ T' (40)


Which provides a relationship between the

density fluctuation and the temperature

fluctuation. It then follows from Eq.

(38) that


h

W* = apQg ( T

fu^ dx (41)


o


? , 
By Eq. (32), this becomes


(42)

( s + R "
«pog •


where B •* « has again been assumed. From

Eqs. (19), (35) and (42), one obtains that


G - D A (Ts - h h 

" ( ' 3t
 0


3f
s 1

h (43)


where


G*

(44)


ogPc


D - (45)


When the thermocline development reaches

equilibrium,it may be assumed that ¥ be-


s


comes approximately invariant with time,


i.e. l^ • 0. Then, Eq. (43) becomes:

hwt G - D 

(46)


Let the wind stress at the lake surface

be T. Let


— = friction velocity (47)
p
o

As in Ref. 6, it may be stated that


G* «TU* « p u*3 
(18)


For a first approximation, D* may be

neglected. Then, Eq. (46) becomes:


i#3
Pou«

hw
t


where 6p » density change between epilm

netic water and hypolimnetic

water.


The result in Eq. (49) can also be written 

as follows:


A(6p)gh 
(50)


The left hand side ratio in Eq. (50) is

defined as the entrainment coefficient E

in Ref. 7, where experimental verification

of Eq. (50) by laboratory experiments has

been obtained*. According to this result,

the entrainment coefficient E Is directly

proportional to the surface wind stress

T, inversely proportional to the density

jump 6p across the thermocline, and also

inversely proportional to h which represents

the thickness of epllimnion. This result

is obtained from Eqs. (19) and (29) which

are consistent with Kraus-Turner's model

of seasonal thermocline (Ref. 6).


VI, Initial Phase of Thermal Stratification

When the lake is initially homother


mal, I.e. 5p = 0 in Eq. (49), the result

obtained in the previous section becomes

meaningless. It is therefore necessary to

give a separate consideration of the initi

ation of the thermal stratification In the

lake. In an investigation of this Initial

phase of thermal stratification, the

buoyancy force in Eq. (1) can be disregard

ed. Eq. (7) is the continuity equation.

Eq. (10) is the energy equation. Initially

at t = 0, the lake is assumed to be at a

homothermal temperature 9<>. During the

spring-summer heating period, the surface

water can be assumed to have warmed up

from 8i to92, 02 > 9i, due to the heating

effects of the Q term in Eq. (10). During

this initial phase, the wind-induced

vertical mixing combined with the solar

heating of the surface water constitutes

the primary mechanism for the formation of

thermocline in the Great Lakes. In Ref.

8, the present author proposed a theoreti

cal model for this initial phase. Within

the available space*here, It is not

possible to review this theoretical model

in detail. It suffices to briefly summa

rize the main elements of the formation of

thermocline in Ref. 8 as follows:

(1) When the wind blows across the surface

of the lake, a tangential surface stress

Is developed. Below the surface, a turbu

lent mixing layer develops. Within this

layer, a transfer of energy from the wind

to the water mass occurs. This basic

mechanism of the wind-induced mixing has

been studied In Ref. 8.

(2) This study of the vertical mixing due

to the wind action is based on Burgers1


model equation of turbulence as follows:


L + V (51)

3t V

3
 3


In Ref. 8, calculations show that Eq. (51)

can be deduced from Eq. (1), for the

present problem.


* In Ref. 7, Kato and Phillips determined

that A » 0.4.




The temperature field is governed by: References


3T 3T 32T

3t 57 (52)
£z- + V T


This can be deduced from Eq. (10), for the

present problem.

(4) Eqso (51) and (52) form a system of

coupled nonlinear partial differential

equations. In Ref. 8, solutions of this

system under appropriate boundary condi

tions and initial conditions have been

obtained.

(5) Results from Ref. 8 show that:


(a) Thermocline development in spring-

summer heating period can be explained in

terms of the propagation of the surface

heating by the wind-induced diffusion

waves in the turbulent mixing layer.


(b) The speed of propagation of

thermocline in this initial phase is

directly related to the wind strength.

When the wind strength increases , the ther

mocline is propagated downward through the

lake at an increased speed. When the wind

strength decreases, the thermocline weakens

and may disappear.


VII. Conclusion

The seasonal transformations of the


temperature structure in the Great Lakes

are studied on the basis of the conserva

tion equations. The relative importance

of the sun and the wind in these transfor

mations varies with the season. In the

spring when the water is cool, homothermal

and easily mixed, the heating effects of

the solar radiation are propagated by the

wind-induced turbulent diffusion. This

initial phase of the thermal stratification

was studied in Ref. 8 and it is briefly

discussed here in section VI. As summer

approaches, the sun's intensity increases

and the wind becomes less effective because

energy is continually removed from the wind-

induced turbulence by working against the

buoyancy gradient. Eventually, an

equilibrium thermal structure becomes

possible. This is analyzed in section V.

The present theory contains in Eq. (34) an

empirical constant A which, according to

Ref. 7, takes the value of 0.4. In Ref. 2, 10.

an investigation of the nonlinear inter

action between the wind-induced turbulence

and the buoyancy gradient was carried out

with the adoption of an empirical equation 11.

of the eddy thermal diffusivity. However,

as can be seen in Ref. 11, this empirical

equation of the eddy thermal diffusivity

is still controversial among various

researchers.
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